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1

CONVENE:

10:07 a.m.

PRESENT:

VOTING MEMBERS:

2
3

4

Councilmember Joseph Pontanilla,

5

Councilmember G.

6

Councilmember Gladys C.

7

Councilmember Danny A.

8

Councilmember Michael J.

Molina

9

Councilmember Michael P.

Victorino

Riki Hokama,

Chair

Vice-Chair

Baisa
Mateo

(in 10: 08 a.m.)

10
11

12

EXCUSED:

Councilmember Michelle Anderson

13

Councilmember Jo Anne Johnson

14

Councilmember Bill Kauakea Medeiros

15

STAFF:

Lance Taguchi,

Legislative Analyst

17

Michael Geers,

Legislative Analyst

18

Gayle Revels

16

e

1

e Bou

Lei aala
22

Legislative Analyst
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Executive

i

e

Co nc

ommi

er

ecre a

s

s

a

deiro

23
24
25

ADMIN.

Fred Pablo,

Budget Director,

Office of the Mayor
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1

Jeff Hunt,

Director,

2

Colleen Suyama,

Department of Planning

Deputy Director,

Department of Planning

3
4

5

John Summers,

Administrator,

6

Long-Range Planning Division,

7

Department of Planning

8

Alan DeLima,

Department of Planning

9

10

Don Medeiros,

Wayne A.

13
14

Director,

Department of Transportation

11

12

Administrative Assistant,

Boteilho,

Deputy Director,

Department of Transportation
Traci Fujita Villarosa,

First Deputy

15

Corporation Counsel,

16

Department of the Corporation Counsel

17

Seated in

18

Kalbert L.

Ie
Young

e artme

9

Director

of Finance

20

G
23
24

a F ammer

Edward Davis

a Community

ssociat

Director of Product

Development,

Cross Fiber,

Inc.

25
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Jocelyn Perreira,

1

Executive Director and

2

Program Manager,

3

Street Association/Tri Isle Main

4

Street Resource Center

5

Sandy Baz,

6

Abraham Cabalo

7

Others

Wailuku Main

Maui Economic Opportunity,

Inc.

(5)

8
9

PRESS:

Akaku--Maui County Community Television,

10
11

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

The Budget and Finance Committee

12

meeting for April the 8th,

2008 is now in

13

session.

10: 07.

The time is 9

Good morning,

14

Members,

and thank you for

15

participating in last night's public hearing

16

in Hana.

17

community coming out and providing this

18

ommittee wit

e

e

0

morning.

public testimony.

is time the Chair

t

19

o

It was nice to see the Hana

ee tha

he C
We do

a e Membe

Member Mol na

ould
are

Ma eo

a d Member

e

to

se

h

Member
o ama

a

2

Baisa

23

corning down the aisle is Member Victorino.

24

Good morning.

25

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

Morning.
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1

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Excused at this time are Member

2

Anderson,

Johnson,

and Mr.

3

Supporting the Committee this morning,

4

have Gayle Revels,

5

both of them are Legislative Analysts,

6

as our Committee Secretary,

7

Bouthillier.

8

this morning we do have Mr.

9

Budget Director,

Good morning.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Yvette

Fred Pablo,

our

and our First Deputy

11

PABLO:

as well

Representing the Administration

Corporation Counsel,

MR.

we do

as well as Lance Taguchi,

10

12

Medeiros.

Traci Fujita Villarosa.

Good morning.
Members,

this morning we're going

14

to be reviewing the Planning Department

15

Program Budget,

16

improvement projects.

17

we do have people that have signed up for

18

public testimony at this time

9

e t

l

e gro n
s

0

2

0

do

as well as their capital

ru es
mo

But before we do that,

and I want to

eople

0

is

r

a e three m

are

i
es

es

22

one

23

your name and the organization that you

24

represent,

25

we go into public testimony,

inute to conclude

and

t

" 1"

L~

we'd appreciate that.

ou

r~

~a

f

give

But before

if everyone with
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1

cell phones could put their cell phones on the

2

silent mode or turn it off,

3

Committee would appreciate that.

Thank you.

The first person to testify this morning

4

is Gina Flammer.

5

Good morning.

.. BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY.

6
7

the Chair and the

MS.

FLAMMER:

Good morning.

My name is Gina

8

Flammer,

and I'm here today representing the

9

Kula Community Association.

When our board

10

got together to discuss testimony and who

11

would be available,

12

pretty creative to be too busy to make a

13

meeting.

14

your hearing schedule, we realized the crazy

15

hours you all work and the dedication and

16

commitment that really shows for our County.

17

My members wanted me to express all of our

fter

9

2

When we looked at your schedule,

reciation for all the work that

18

o

our members had to be

ut

oge

e

ooking at t
a

1

s

e to share with

is

ou do.

ear

bu

ori ies

of P
0

o

T e

ater sy

r

et
e'd

a

numb

one
e

cou

22

pr ority is wate

23

does not meet the needs of the

24

region.

25

shortage of water created hardships for our

This year,

r

country

as in many years prior,
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1

residents,

most especially our farmers.

A consistent source of water is needed

2
3

Upcountry,

and adding a 300 gallon reservoir

4

and continuing to maintain and upgrade the

5

existing system is sound government policy.

6

We also urge the County to make efforts to

7

support an energy future

for Maui that will

8

protect our environment,

reduce our dependence

9

on imported fuel,

and create local jobs.

10

Grants that support renewable energy are

11

economically and environmentally necessary.

12

The Council is urged to approve budget funds

13

to make Maui more sustainable and to continue

14

its practice of informative Committee hearings

15

and the development of environmentally sound

16

legislation.

17
18
9

In 2007 our association surveyed its
membership
road

o

and one of the questio s was what
e numbe

mpro ements are necessar

ne co cer

21

i

22

Pulehu.

23

turns

24

concerns.

25

ago,

tersec

tha

c

ba

as t

s of Omao io Road

0

Rou

surfaces and sho

poor grades

olop

i

ders

a
sha

they re all safety

Holopuni Road was built 28 years

and there haven't been any improvements
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1

made on it yet.

2

mentioned as being long overdue for

3

resurfacing.

4

conditions on the bridges of the Polipoli

5

Road,

6

in December.

7

thin plastic stakes up to prevent cars

8

we really need some permanent barriers to

9

prevent cars from going off into the ditches

10

Middle Road was also

There's also dangerous

which were washed out during the floods
Right now there are some very
but

below.
In Keokea there's been an increase in

11

12

speeding in the number of cars and trucks

13

going through the area.

14

residents put a petition together that has

15

gone to the Mayor's Office.

16

development of Hawaiian Homelands just past

17

the area,

18

area.

19

areas has res

2

back

21

wit

22

of Tans

23

maybe get some temporary police presence

24

there.

25

that.

We've had some

With the

traffic will remain high in that

The chaotic nature of unmar ed parking

ont

ted in ma y near
a H g

olice a d

e
0

a
t

.

We a

es as ca
or ing

t e S t a e De a tme

tation to get bet er si

age a

We just wanted to make you aware of
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9

traffic

Traffic and congestion -

1

2

congestion and speeding is also becoming a

3

serious problem in Waiakoa,

4

section of Kula,

5

Morihara's Grocery Store,

6

of the kids go back and forth from Kula Gym to

7

Morihara's,

8

you've got all the cars parked creating a lot

9

of congestion and really blocking lines of

our main business

where we have Kula Gym,
and 808 Cafe.

and with the limited

p~rking

10

visibility.

11

that area really be looked at for some

12

upgrades,

13

Gym improvements.

We've requested over time that

especially if you're looking at Kula

14

MR.

TAGUCHI:

Three minutes.

15

MS.

FLAMMER:

And I

also want to point out the need

16

for better school area sidewalks.

17

Upcountry schools,

18

School and King Kekaulike Hi

9

to tha

o

amb 1

c

rna

ou 100

2

ser

ce

School

d as

the

at a perma ent fac

d lastl

22

Several

including Haleakala Waldorf

you for continued suppor

e

A lot

I want to tha

f

we want
2 -ho

tur

ha

it
the Count

23

for the upcoming renovations at Kula Community

24

Center,

25

Kula,

Kula Gym,

funding for Phase II of the

Tennis Courts,

and for appropriating
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1

money over the past two years for Pukalani

2

pools.

3

just want to point everybody out to number 12

4

on our list,

5

efforts for the Planning Department for their

6

Maui Island Plan and for the Upcountry and the

7

Community Plans to get formed.

8

hard to fill those positions,

9

And I

We know it s
but thank you.

Thank you.

Members,

questions for the testifier?

Member Victorino.

11

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
testimony,

14

think you mentioned 300-gallon,

15

million gallon.

17
18
9

o

MS.

FLAMMER:
yeah,

Gina.

Thank you for your written

13

16

so I

that we really support any

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

10

12

see Jeff Hunt here today,

Oh,

I

appreciate that.

million,

which 300

that's what I meant,

my apologies.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
want the p

n

But I

t

e

ic

I
0

know what you meant

see

because

a t

to spe

a

wo

d

be

eaper.

0

bu

don't

of money

0

300 ga 10 s.
FDr-l.I"'·'

R:

23

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

Yeah

24

we need there.

25

You know on the dual line,

i t wouldn t

wha

Let me ask you this question.
do you have any
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1

more information?

Because I

know that was a

2

project that's been ongoing for -- especially

3

for ag,

4

effect on the Kula area.

and that would have a tremendous

5

MS.

FLAMMER:

6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

7

MS.

It would.

FLAMMER:

Yeah.

I have not checked in with our

8

representative,

9

but I

Kyle Yamashita,

know that the line has gone through

10

to -- I

11

this point,

12

money to extend it further in.

13

think about halfway through Kula at
and there's

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

we're looking for

And are the farmers being,

14

what do you call that,

15

where the pipe is at this point?

16

MS.

FLAMMER:

9

20

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

I

don't think i t ' s in

Not yet?

o.

MS.
R

COUNC

I

eca se

2

TORI 0:
ad

I

s

j

st c

ot heard an th ng

o

Sf

the dua

line for quite a while now.

22
23

You know,

hooked up as far as

operation at this point.

17

18

on this year,

MS.

FLAMMER:

And I

don't know that there s money in

State budget for that.

I

think

24

this year s

25

that would have come up on our discussions
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with Kyle for support.

1
2

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

And then the last question

3

I

have for you is these road improvements,

4

especially these intersections.

5

Polipoli.

6

we've got to do something real fast,

7

will be putting a letter to Public Works to

8

see what they can do for an interim measure,

9

because it is a dangerous situation.
FLAMMER:

MS.

11

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
gym,

13

Sunday,

agree with

I was up there last week.

10

12

I

Great.

Yeah,
and I

Thank you.
And the -

the road by the

I went to 808 for breakfast last week

FLAMMER:

and i t is jam packed,

that area.

14

MS.

15

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

16

to go to the store,

17

just when I was trying to cross over to the

18

store.

o
2
2

COUNCI
IVj

•

four or five cars passed

E
R:

d picture k ds t
V CTO INO:
It's

er

OUNCILMEMB R VICTORINO:
they dart ri

23

Even to cross the street

So

R:

19

It is.

FLAMMER:

t

ea
hard

MS.

25

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

0

Yeah

by you

24

at are sho t.

see
an

em.
ou come ou

f

you know what I mean?

Yeah.
But on this Keo -- on this
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1

Omaopio and Pulehu,

2

side or the upper side of the roadway?

3

MS.

FLAMMER:

you're talking the lower

There was

There was a couple.

4

definitely the intersection of Omaopio and

5

Kula Highway.

6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

7

MS.

FLAMMER:

The upper side,

okay.

And even extending over to where the

8

church is,

that came up in our survey as an

9

area that needs some improvement.

And then

10

also the area that came up second was where

11

Pulehu branches off and becomes Holopuni,

12

intersection was also mentioned in our survey

13

as needing some improvements.

14

a subdivision going in,

15

they're going to go all the way down those

16

improvements to that intersection or not,

but

17

they'll improve a

but

t

18
9

hat

1

1'1 S

2

CHAIR

don't know if

little bit of the road,

n

ICTORINO:
l

o
ON

d.
a

I LA:

o

ay.

ank
than
T a

Okay.
G

We

I

a.

you.

k you.

23

Gina

24

Member Molina.

25

know there's

s only about a mile.

COUNCILMEMBER

o

and I

I

that

one more question.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you,

Chair.
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Good morning,

1

Gina,

and thank you for

2

all you do for the association.

3

a clarification on your number 11 with this

4

Hawaiian Homelands integration into community,

5

I'm still having a difficult time

6

understanding the concept,

7

asking the residents of the Hawaiian Homelands

8

community to be integrated into basically

9

their own community,

I

I

just wanted

because you're

mean,

you know,

I'm

10

now,

11

association took,

12

understanding what is the nexus

13

Because when I

14

residents,

15

the word integration being used when we're all

16

part of the community?

17
18

MS.

FLAMMER:

P an

they feel

and I
d

's a

b

like why are we -- why is

took the language directly from
thou

to
bu

for this?

i t comes from the Community

a s

orga
language

and I'm just curious in

talked to some of the

Yeah,

here.

9

o

this is a position that the community

of cha g

ard when
us

ou re

n la erall

what it basically

i t around
esen

an

cha ge
ans

s we

23

want to support that subdivision to the bes

24

we can.

25

working for right now is one area where we're

And the community center that they're
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when they need it,

our community

1

really

2

association is willing to come in and provide

3

whatever kind of support we can with officials

4

to get that community center there.

5

integration comes from the community center

6

would be great if we could make i t

7

multi-functional,

8

relief center for the entire community.

9

I'm just guessing that some of the language

And the

where i t could be a disaster
And

10

from the Community Plan kind of stems from a

11

desire for Kula to embrace that community,

12

to take on that attitude,

13

welcome,

14

bring culture.

15

welcomed and a part of our community,

16

though they're kind of their own separate

17

area,

18

guess

20

a

23

some

We really want them to feel

FLAMI'1ER:

I

Oka

guess

even

s

t

e

You know wha
Yeah

on

fe

e a

1

saw

e

e

ens in

a d I

for me

whe

the res de ts

0

integra

a d.

l'1S.

they

they're a part of Kula.

erceptio
22

that they're

they diversify us up there,

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

19

and

e
e

r

he
ow

I'm sayin ?

i t ' s funny language.

And it s

24

also maybe not so appropriate for here today

25

for budget,

but we're also using this document
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1

to kind of get us ready for comments for the

2

Maui Island Plan,

3

incorporate in here

4

that's definitely on our radar.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Thank you,

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you for that

Chair.

Thank you.

Member Baisa?

9

10

just to let you know

clarification.

6

8

so we did decide to

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

Yes,

good morning,

11

thank you for being here.

12

you in a different context.

13

tirelessly with the Kula Community

14

Association,

15

thank all of you
FLAMMER:

Gina,

It's nice to see
This lady works

and that whole group,

16

MS.

17

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

I

for your serious concern

about the issues that represent your

19

commun

21
22

leaders
i

want to

Thank you.

18

o

and

y

and

r

o come

l

g to P 11 toget er the
you know

th co se sus

ma es my job a

ot easier

aper from the Kula Community

e

I

get a

ssociat on t

23

says these are the things that we support

24

these are our priorities.

25

know we never represent everyone,

And obviously we
because even
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we never represent everyone,

1

organizations,

but,

more so community

you know,

having that work

3

done really saves us a lot of time and a lot

4

of trying to figure out what folks Upcountry

5

need,

and i t helps us to focus.
So I

6

want to thank you very much for

7

coming today and for your testimony and for

8

taking the time to outline the needs of our

9

community.

10

MS.

FLAMMER:

Thank you.

Oh,

thank you.

I ' l l bring that back

11

to our board.

We are all volunteer,

12

nice to get a pat on the back.

13

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

Thank you.

14

MS.

Thank you.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

FLAMMER:

Great.

Members,

any more questions for

our testifier?

17

very much for your written testimony.
MR.

19

CHAI

o
21
2

MR.

MEDEIROS:

Seeing none.

And thank you

16

18

Thank you.

PONT

ILLA:

Edward Davis.

DAV S :

I 1m E

ar

a
Sa

ig

so i t ' s

tec
iego.

Da is

rom

s ar up on Mau
T

-L

ru

t

oss Fi e
a d actua

e Maui ope atio

I
i

of

And I m here to testify on behalf of

23

course.

24

the Maui Economic Development Board and in

25

support of their line item.
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So our company is building fiber optic

1

2

switches.

The modern day telephone

3

switchboard,

4

signals and of course automated.

if you will,

except for light

The Maui Economic Development Board has

5
6

helped us a great deal.

They've done several

7

different things for us in terms of pUblicity.

8

One thing that I'd like to talk of in

9

particular is letters that they've written in

10

support of some of our funding.

11

getting a grant for a derivative product,

12

low power remote control go to the edge of the

13

fiber optic network type of product from the

14

High Tech Development Venture in Honolulu,

15

the Economic Development Board,

16

Steve Perkins wrote a

17

this,

18

funding.

19

which was

I

20

o

21

ave

ny f

ha e

a

and

Jeannie Skog,

letter in support of

key to us getting that

terms of what
e

We ended up

a

ieces of i

l

means

fiber op
ere i

Ma

in San

c

to us

s

c

to ou
ow.

We

We ha e

22

several on the benc

23

pretty good market for those.

24

product that we're working on with this grant

25

could conceivably expand our market tenfold.

iego.

T ere's a

The derivative
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1

Going from the back office operations at

2

companies like Verizon,

3

to the curbside boxes that serve individual

4

houses as they go to an all

5

And that really wouldn't have been

6

have been possible without the help and

7

support we ve received.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

testifier?

10

Mr.

11

Davis,

you know,

13

Hawaiian Tel,

14

that,

15

technology here on Maui,

16

equipment for

17

for your testimony.

9

C

o
21

DAVIS:

rvrs.

Okay.

PERRE

wouldn't

former
but GTE

i t ' s good to hear

you're doing this type of

fiber.

especially the

So thank you very much

Take care.
he ne t

test fier

lS

Joce y

a.
oha.

Ponta ilIa an
3

being a

not Verizon,

you know,

you know,

IR PONTANILLA:
Perre

-

Seeing none.

employee of Verizon -

MR.

fiber network.

any questions for the

12

18

all the way out

Thank you.

Members,

9

AT&T,

Good mor

g

Council Members.

Jocelyn Perreira.

I

Cou ci
M

m the Executi e

C ai

arne is
Director

24

and Program Coordinator for the Wailuku Main

25

Street Association l

Inc./Tri-Isle Main Street
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And I'm here to represent

1

Resource Center.

2

some of our associate towns.

3

be hearing from some of them this evening.

4

thank you for your past support.

5

request your continued support for our program

6

and our 2000 -- Fiscal Year 2009 small town

7

appropriation request.

know you will
We

We humbly

We will be distributing a binder to all

8
9

I

of you that gives you all of the current

10

information,

as we normally do each year,

11

contains comprehensive information and

12

insights to the program,

13

program structure.

14

summary,

15

relative to our funding request.

not limited to our

It gives you a program

a program description,

and details

The project is important

16

that

the program

17

is important because our towns have been able

18

to produce and have documented extensive

9

o

project in
ev

0

veme t

al zation

i

n support of long-term

hin t

e

co

e t

of

s

or

preservat on.

These acco

22

ha e happened

i

23

government and private sector working In

24

partnership to leverage each dollar of

25

government support with an excellent return on

ishments co ld not

out the support of
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1

2

investment.
The result of these improvements have

3

generated an increased tax base,

more

4

available jobs by leveraging that dollars to

5

attract new opportunities and reinvest it back

6

into our local economy.

7

government and Main Street stability to

8

augment government services makes this program

9

one of the most cost effective economic

Vital support of

10

development programs with a historic

11

preservation ethic in the nation.

12

when public dollars are needed to promote and

13

encourage the visitors to come to our islands,

14

Main Street is hard at work along side

15

government to help ensure the product,

16

is small towns,

17

its sense of place,

18

genuine attraction to new development or the

9

20

mass influ

of

I

and not compromise its

isitors or t

e

a

r

lenges to

es.

towns are hea i

i

este

in

e

22

General

23

subsequent Community Plan updates which will

24

follow.

25

la

which

can retain the integrity of

nforeseen ci cums a

21

At a time

process and are pre aring

In closing,

just to share

-

and I
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1

you will be getting copies of letters from

2

each of the towns,

3

each town.

just a little comment from

Makawao said the challenges on Maui in

4

5

recent years have been swift,

dramatic,

6

far reaching.

While some growth is inevitable

7

and necessary,

the small towns of Maui recall

8

a different era and values that are danger --

9

in danger of being lost.

They give us a sense

10

of place and remind us of whom we are.

11

towns are not empty museum pieces.

12

vibrant,

13

the local economy.

viable,

energetic,

These

They are

and important to

Paia said our community,

14

and

Paia Town and

15

the North Shore region has been growing and

16

changing at a robust rate for over 25 years.

17

Having become a world renowned destination for

18

surfing

9

20

Tow

windsurfing

and kite surfing

as attracted ma y
oad.

W t

a

ate

Paia

flue ces from

l

e e a d e

ng the delicate fab

c of

21

pro ec

2

towns pro ided

23

Tri-Isle Main Street

24

become a healthy,

25

community for residents alike.

Pa a Mai

e tise fo
0

r

sma 1

Street and

today s Paia Town has

valuable addition to Maui's
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And Haiku,

1

may.

one little comment from them,

We must make every effort to ensure

2

if I

3

that we are able to hold onto the qualities

4

that make this community -- this a community

5

people want to call home.

6

with its ocean,

7

agriculturally rich open spaces interspersed

8

with winding gulches is challenged by -- daily

9

by our population growth.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

11

MS.

PERREIRA:

and

Thank you.

Thank you for this opportunity to

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

14

MS.

PERREIRA:

Thank you.

And thank you,

thank you for your

hard work.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

17

Thank you.

Members,
at this time?

18

any questions for the testifier
Seeing none.

Thank you for bei g here t

9

o

mountain views,

provide testimony to you.

12

16

Our sense of place,

ERREIRA:

]v1S

2

C

22

MR.

I

BAZ:

10 a.

Mahalo.

PONTANILLA:

The

Good morn

is morning.

g

ext

est fier

Commi

23

and Bu

24

Sandy Baz.

25

Maui Economic Opportunity.

is Sandy Baz.

ee Cha r

et Committee Members.

Pon an 1 a

My name is

I'm the Executive Director for
I

know during your
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1

deliberations today -- or I hope during your

2

deliberations today you get to the subject of

3

transportation,

4

be testifying on this morning.

and that's what I'm going to

MEO provides specialized transportation

5
6

to the citizens of Maui County via mostly

7

funds from your budget.

8

to provide transportation through MEO fund

9

about 70 percent of our current -- our total

Right now the funds

10

operations.

11

increase in transportation in a

12

areas.

13

amount that we had requested was not in there.

14

It was to the tune of less $91,604,

15

between us and the Department of

16

Transportation,

17

the $91,000 less was,

18

of the things that we re doing in our

19

o

And this year we requested an

When the Mayor's budget came out,

2

the

and

we couldn't figure out what
but I

ncreased transportatio

can highlight some

request

or this

ear.
We1re going to be

2

few different

rov ding a

additional senior club excurs on

o

he

23

seniors throughout Maui County.

It includes

24

transportation for the aloha senior party,

25

that was $73,020 extra.

Internal shopping
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1

shuttle was something that the Mayor's budget

2

hearings had quite a bit of requests for as

3

she went out to the different communities and

4

asking them for information.

5

$119,000.

6

shuttle within the community of Upcountry or

7

Kihei or Lahaina to provide transportation to

8

doctors and shopping within the community,

9

versus what we're doing now,

10

That was

And what's this does is provides a

taking people

from those communities to Central Maui.
We are expanding Lanai to be able to

11

12

provide an additional rural shuttle service

13

from the island of Lanai for the seniors and

14

anybody who would like to travel from Lanai.

15

What happens is we provide them transportation

16

to the docks,

17

ferry trip over and then we'll pick them up at

18

the docks here on Maui

19
20
21

23
24
25

octors a d s
most of

and then they pay for their

i

0

g.

take them to the
m s

d

at when you went to

re you heard

anai s

eari gs.

So we re going to be requesti

ha

a

's

o

add

o a

day.

was a out

13 800.
Youth transportation,

we have quarterly

meetings with our youth transportation -
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1

youth services providers and get more

2

information from them,

3

some earlier pickup times during DOE

4

parent-teacher conferences and also some

5

different schedules.

6

school schedule has been fluctuating back and

7

forth quite a bit,

8

amount of services we provide because the

9

intercessions have increased and things like

and they're requesting

You know,

the youth

and we need to increase the

10

that.

As well as the services that you fund

11

are much -- have a much greater need in

12

clients attending them,

13

transportation to those kind of services.

14

MR.

TAGUCHI:

15

MR.

BAZ:

they need

Three minutes.

Maui Adult Day Care is expanding.

16

want to provide additional services,

17

that's another 13,000 or so.

18

fair day

1a
_J

o

air
fair,

that s

They

and

For the special

the County of Maui County

we pro ide transportat on to the specia
wh c

s

t

a

F

da

mor i

g a d we

21

pro ide transpor ation not onl

22

clie ts throu

23

transportation for clients from Molokai and

24

and we want to expand to Lanai as well as,

25

so there's an expansion.

out Maui

for the

we also provide
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Dialysis transportation,

1

2

mentioned,

3

increase,

4

for dialysis transportation.

very sadly has been a

-

I

huge

and so we're requesting more money

Ala Hou on Molokai,

5

like

we want to reflect

6

a

revise the schedule on Ala Hou to reflect

7

Monday,

8

requested,

9

requested that change of service.

Wednesday,

Friday,

as they have

the clients on Molokai have
And also

10

including services on holidays,

11

holidays instead of the seven holidays that we

12

had.

13

eleven

So those are the basic changes to our

14

operations.

15

put in that $91,600 --

16

MR.

TAGUCHI:

17

MR.

BAZ:

so that we can get those operations in.

And I

19

more thing
rv

21

!:vIR •

you to please

Four minutes.

18

20

We're asking for

know I

IR PON

I

BAZ:

Okay.

ve
if

just hit my four minutes.

t

s

0

ay?

Go a ead.
Just our CIP for our

faci

23

Mayor s

24

that's -- that's nice,

25

sufficient to what we plan our actual

y

e
bu

requested $3

ra sporta ion

22

i

One

et funded us

2 mi

$300 000.

on a

d t

While

i t ' s not going to be
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1

construction needs to be within this next

2

fiscal year.

3

facility and trying to put in the

4

infrastructure prior to the actual

5

construction of the major building

6

would ask for you to fund that at a million

7

dollars.

8

We're going to start grading the

Thank you.

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Members,

9

so we

any questions for the

10

testifier?

11

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

12

you for coming.

13

chance could you get that to us in writing as

14

soon as possible?

15

MR.

BAZ:

Sure.

Member Baisa.
Good morning,
I

Sandy.

just wanted to ask,

by any

This is the same information that

16

came in our budget packet,

17

definitely give that to you right now.

18

Thank

COUNCILMEMBER BA SA:

I

but I

can

think i t would be a really

good idea so that when transportation comes

9

20

we'

21

wit
BAZ:

e ab e

o discuss some of

e items

them.

22

MR.

Sure.

23

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

You know

24

paper,

25

somewhere is where i t is.

we re drowning in

so although we may have i t somewhere,
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1

MR.

BAZ:

No problem.

2

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

I'd prefer i t on my desk right

now.

3
4

MR.

BAZ:

No problem.

5

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

The other thing I
I

wanted to

know there's

6

ask you about was the budget.

7

an increase,

8

us where those increases are?

9

i t that is particularly needed for you to need

and could you kind of share with
I

mean,

what is

more money?

10

Sure.

11

MR.

BAZ:

12

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

13

MR.

Okay.

BAZ:

Besides expanding service.

Most of the funds

that we've
We have

14

requested are expanded services.

15

requested

16

5 percent cost of doing business increase in

17

our main operational grant,

18

salary increases for our staff

9

-

i t averages out to be about a

and that includes
that includes

some of the ins ra ce increases t

20

ta e

0

21

rise

as wel

22

mai tenance faci

23

things like that.

24

is in business knows,

25

quite a bit,

t

e

ost of

.c
1-

e

as some
it

t

in es
for

ues to rise

nd

Generally

0

r

e

re t

ke
t-'
con~l

co

a

at wel

0

r

as anybody who

the costs are increasing

and to retain the staff,
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1

like to be able to provide them with a salary

2

increase this year as well.

3

COUNClLMEMBER BAlSA:

4

the staff,

5

terms of vacancies?

6

MR.

BAZ:

Along the lines of retaining

how are you doing at this point in

We're doing very well,

actually.

think two vacancies,

We

7

currently have I

which

8

out of a Staff of about 90 in transportation

9

is a pretty good ratio.

What we've done to

10

relieve the stress of the vacancies in our

11

Transportation Department,

12

quite creative,

13

continuing to provide education to those that

14

want to have CDL classes to get their CDL

15

license,

16

train them on how to do that,

17

commit to staying with us for at least a year

18

and they get their CDL license and we make

19

them

20

Ge e a

they come to classes with us.

ime d
sta

e

y

BAlS

se se to me.

2

so what we're doing is

to full-

COUNCILMEMBE

2

we've had to get

a
ank

Thank you

We

and then they

vers beca se of that.
10 ger

0

ha

a yea

ou very much.
ery much

but,

would you please

23
24

MR.

BAZ:

Sure.

25

COUNClLMEMBER BAlSA:

-- get us your notes.
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1

MR.

BAZ:

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

I'd be happy to.

Members,

3

testifier?

4

Sandy

for being here this

The next testifier is Abraham Cabalo.

7

10

Seeing none.

morning.

6

9

any more questions for the

Thank you,

5

8

Thank you.

MR.

CABALO:

Good morning,

Abraham Cabalo,

everybody.

My name is

and I'm greatly,

honored to be here.

I

have a

deeply

letter to read.

Dear Maui -- Dear Maui County Council,

11
12

We the clients of Mental Health Kokua,

13

Psychosocial Rehabilitation,

14

which means the place of progress,

15

requesting additional bus stops with benches

16

and bus stop shelters in the community.

17

PSR program is located at 220

18

Wa luku

o

19

o

Hawaii

co su

e

r

PSR Program,
are

Imi Kala Street,

96793.

of our three Mental Healt
0

s

n

Our

fac 1 ies

s

Kokua

oca ed

o

2

Va

e

22

bus

ser ice to accommodate

23

that area.

24

MHK van transports consumers to the PSR

25

program in order to participate in their daily

where

current y

here are no
e

ic

residents in

Monday through Friday the MEH
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PSR is a program where clients

1

activities.

2

can come together with special needs.

3

groups are geared toward helping the clients

4

become together with employment,

5

and learn value of becoming successful members

6

of society.

Our

independent,

Other locations are great as needed as

7

8

bus stops and bus shelters at the Maui Arts

9

and Cultural Center.

Our program have greatly

10

benefited from having accessible

11

transportation to and from the MACC.

12

speaking with the consumers and some residents

13

who live around the island who utilize the

14

public bus system on a

15

not able to drive due to various reasons,

16

medical reasons,

17

buses with benches and bus stop shelters,

18

only as a way to stay dry when i t rains and to

19

sta

20

peop e

1

no

o take

ot.

rect -

not

There are many

1 ip e me ica

supposed to ha e

o

regular basis and are

and are in great need of more

it's

cool whe

In

ons and are

rolonged sunli

to

22

their s i n .

other med cal problems

23

can easily be prevented if they have shelters

24

installed to limit the sunlight on people who

25

have utilized the bus system.
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1

MR.

TAGUCHI:

Three minutes.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

3

MR.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

5

MR.

CABALO:

Are you done,

Mr.

Cabalo?

No.
Continue.

As a concerned citizen and a registered

CABALO:

6

voter,

the daily riders of the public bus

7

system are requesting that this issue be

8

looked at more closely,

9

a few suggestions our community needs in order

because there are just

10

to continue to enrich their lives.

11

for your time and consideration.

12

appreciate it.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

testifier?

15

Mr.

16

Thank you.
any questions for the

Seeing none.
Cabalo,

17

it's possible,

18

can provide a c

19

Members t
UC

20
2

22

C

f

y to the various Committee

Oh

Tank

Mr.

Cabalo,

25

morning,

you

Just
a

eave yo r

letter.

we ha e the let e

ave the letter.

Oka

f

0

Members

24

if

with our Staff here so that we

is morning.

ILLA:

ne.

23

can you leave the letter,

Chair Po ta i

IR PON

We greatly

Mahalo.

Members,

14

Thank you

seeing no questions requested

thank you for being here this

providing your testimony on behalf of
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your organization.

1

You're welcome.

2

MR.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

4

Thank you very much.

CABALO:

Members,

Mr.

Cabalo was the last

person at that signed up for public testimony.
Is there anyone out there that want to

5
6

provide public testimony at this time?

7

none.

8

like to close public testimony at this time.

9

10

There's no objections,

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

the Chair would

No objections.

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you very much .

. . . END

11

Seeing

OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY ...

FY 2009 BUDGET

12

ITEM NO.1:

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Members,

(C.C.

Nos.

again,

08-55 and 08-56)

we do have the

14

Department of Planning with us this morning,

15

Members,

16

proposed bill,

17

page -- pages 16-1 through 16 10,

18

Bu

o
21

et details
ai

9

if you can turn to page 9 of the

us

,

and on your Program Budget,

pages 14-1 through 14-11.

we do have the Director
s mor

Director

n

Ms.

as weI

Pablo

Mr.

as t e e

Hunt

wit

t

Suyama.

But before we calIon t

22

and on your

e Department

23

Mr.

you have any opening comments or

24

overviews that you want to present to the
Committee?
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1

MR.

PABLO:

Thank you,

Chair Pontanilla,

Members.

and good

2

morning,

3

of the Planning Department.

4

Department is paid out of the General Fund,

5

and i t has one program,

6

Administration.

7

overview,

8

in addition to that there's a

9

handout from the Planning Department.

I

do have a

short overview

The Planning

Planning

You should have a two-page

which we provided this morning,

and

five-page
After I

10

do my overview,

11

Director Colleen Suyama will be going through

12

the other handout.

13

Director Hunt and Deputy

For the Planning Department,

what I'd

14

like to point out is when you compare the 2009

15

with the 2008 Budget,

16

the prior year of about 169,000,

17

in a minus 3 percent cut in their budget.

18

They have 62.9 employees

19

change i

o

which results

wh ch makes up the

salary amount of 331 000

Depa

is

2

positio s

a

22

'"IT
1.
v

23

there's a decrease from

equesting

e

and Use Permi

and a GIS Technicia

and t

s

a sio

Clerk

P a

er

Intern.

In looking at the operation expense

24

which you refer to as a B account,

25

decrease of 325,000.

there's a

Those amounts are made
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up of the operation changes,

and beginning in

the middle of that page to the second page,

a

lot of these you'll see are for the
professional services.
In the equipment area,

the Planning

Department is requesting 34,000 in equipment.
3,000 will be for the expansion positions and
they have a lease contract for 31,000.
If you have any questions,

as I

said,

Director Jeff Hunt or Deputy Director Colleen
Suyama is available to answer your questions.
Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:
Mr.
MR.

HUNT:

Thank you.

Hunt,

comments?

Thank you,

Chair.

Just real briefly,

the

Planning Department is one of those
departments that provides services and doesn't
really get into capital improve ents.
our e

end

ures are for Staf

some e
la

i

9

endi

res

or

If

ou

ro ec s.

and objectives

the

or service oriented,

Ire mo e

d

Most of
hen we

documen
00

tour

oa s

eo Ie or ente

such as improving

customer service and streamlining permitting,
increasing training,

better utilization of
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1

technology,

2

Department team,

3

General Plan.

4

improving enforcement,

creating a

and completing the County's

So that's kind of the overview of the

5

Department,

6

to go through the specifics of our budget this

7

year.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

9
10

and I ' l l turn it over to Colleen

Thank you.

Colleen.
MS.

SUYAMA:

First of all,

in our handout on page 1

11

is we looked at the March 31st vacancy report

12

that was provided by Personnel Services,

13

initially what I did was I went through each

14

of the vacancies to explain why we haven't

15

filled them yet.

16

Planner IV position.

17

this

18

but unfortunately the candidate

19

sic

0

job,

and

The first vacancy is the
We did interview for

and we did offer it to a candidate,

and t
mon hs to

perso
e

o e

ill ta e
their

you know

got

ine to
ness.

d

2

because of tha

22

beca se we could not wait nine to 12 mo ths

23

for this person.

24

new list and we are going to be beginning new

25

interview process as being scheduled.

we

esc nded our offe

So we have since received a
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The next position is the Planner V

1

2

position.

3

myoId position before I

4

Director.

5

did not vacate this position until December

6

31st of 2007.

7

rights to the position,

8

the proximate in terms of candidates,

9

people did not want to take a position that

This is currently vacant.

This is

became the Deputy

And one of the problems is that I

Until that time I

had return

and that was one of
is that

10

was not already released and i t was considered

11

a limited term.

12

have a new list and we are going to begin the

13

interview process and hopefully we'll get a

14

candidate at that point.

15
16

The Clerk Typist I I I position,

of one of our Clerk Typists into the

8

Supervising Clerk position th

o

he

isca
1 s

Yea

a

er ie
2

this was

vacated because we did an internal promotion

7

19

We

have since released it.

I

2008 Bu
e are g

process
e

Plan e

0

t

a e

e
g

V positio

V position is the West Mau

24

similar to my position,

25

Director Hunt's position.

received

be i

0

s pos

23

was funded in

,

g the

on.
ann r

the ne t

Planner.

This is

in which this is
He has return
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1

rights on this position,

2

we did have two candidates that were

3

interested in the position,

4

limited term in terms of that,

5

Di ector Hunt has th

6

c ndidates were not

7

po ition.

8

wh n my position was

ated,

9

wa ted to move into m

lanner V position.

10

That person was not in

rested.

11

be the West Maui PIa

12

the West Maui Distri

nd did not want to

13

commute to Wailuku.

we're still asking fo

14
15
16
17

24
25

one of the candidat

Sf

whether they

He wanted t

because he lived in

n

The Planner VI

the recruitment on

ition is in the --

Iso in the current d

rtunities to our

23

bo h

this position.

19

22

you know,

terested in that

he list and still d

ernal recruitment

2

but because i t ' s a

ight to return,

We did off

18

o

and because of that,

didate,

ut

sion.

ing to get promotion
ners.

e

e a

te dec ded that
os tion

would

and we ha

list and we are in t

We did do an

ce aske
e

We did
he

ave

a

ot acce t
for a

the
e

interview process.

The next position is the GIS Technician
II position.

We are in the interview process,
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1

and there are potential candidates for this

2

position.

3

one of the candidates the job.

And we're looking at offering to

The next position is the Planner VI

4

We

5

position,

also in the Long-Range Division.

6

have since filled this with an exemption hire

7

to help with the General Plan update,

8

person is Dave Michaelson,

9

who are familiar with him.

and that

for those of you
He's working for

10

the Department as an exempt hire while pending

11

receipt of a new list from Personnel Services.
The next position is -

12

the next two

13

positions are the Clerk Typist III and the

14

Zoning Inspector II.

15

currently unfunded.

16

that was in the Coastal Zone Management

17

Program,

18

transferred to the Administration

Both of them are
This is the two positions

which in the 2008 Fiscal Year was

9

Admi is ratio

o

empl

ees.

So t

an
ese

these
h

wo were existing
g

pos tons are actually f
22
23

re

e e

led by ex sting

employees.
The next position is the Zoning
We have interviewed for

24

Inspector Trainee.

25

this position and there are potential
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1

candidates that we're going to be offering the

2

position to.
The Land Use and Building Plans

3

4

Technician, because we -- there are no

5

there are no candidates on the Plans Examiners

6

list and there are Planners on the list,

7

happened is that we reallocated this position

8

to a Planner III position in our Zoning and

9

Enforcement.

We did do recruitment.

what

We did

10

go through the interview process.

However,

11

the candidate that we had asked -- offered the

12

position declined,

13

in the recruitment process in which we're

14

asking for a new list and to start beginning

15

the interview process again.

so we are still currently

The last position that's vacant is the

16

17

Zoning Inspector I.

18

Plans Examiners.

19

the Inspectors

20

o

2

And what the De artmen

22

because a

23

you know,

24

list,

25

positions in which we are going to internally

re

ocat

o

This is similar to our

There are no candidates on
ist

g t

so we are in the process
s to

he

o

Tr

e

as done is that

of these positio s

people

we don't have candidates on the

so we're downgrading them to entry level
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1

train people and get them reallocated or get

2

them to the Inspector positions or the Plans

3

Examiners positions.

4

we have taken as a Department to try to fill

5

our vacancies.

So that's the route that

We're also scheduled to have

6

participants at the UH job fair on April 16th
8

trying to recruit planning positions from the

9

University of Hawaii.

I'm also scheduled to

10

go to the National APA conference at the end

11

of the month,

12

going to try to see if we can recruit

13

potential planners to come to work for the

14

county of Maui.

and while I'm there I'm also

So these are some of the ways we're

15

16

trying to look at filling the vacancies.

17

are very difficult to find,

18

qualified candidates

19

doing all what we can as a

20

to

1

but

They

you know,
you know

we're

Department

0

try

ose positio s.

1
I

our Fisca

09

u

e

there are

we are requesting.

T e

23

first one is a Land Use Permit Clerk.

And

24

we're looking at this as another entry level

25

position coming in because we can't find

2

.3 pos tions tha

ear
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1

clerk -- clerical positions in personnel,

2

what we're looking at is that as an entry

3

level,

this person will eventually transition

4

into a

Plans Examiner position.

5

bring them in as a clerk into the Department

6

train them by providing them

7

training them in learning about the minimum

8

requirement in terms of providing land use

9

information to the public and the

-

and

So we'll

you know,

10

requirements,

11

some simple Plans Examiner functions,

12

doing the zoning clearance for development and

13

for transactions,

14

of subdivision and building permit

15

applications in the learning process,

16

obtaining business license.

17

forms

18

business to be est

19

o

such as

doing the initial screening

and

There are certain

that need to be filled in order for

ou d do t
o ms

and also having them start doing

fo

lished

ose zo ing
s

and this person

you know

info

tion

esses.

Eve tually we're hop ng t
be trained enou

a

th s perso

22

w 1

23

reallocating them to a Plans Examiner position

24

so that they can help with the building

25

permits,

t

at we can start

but by relieving some of these,
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1

know,

smaller functions within the Department,

2

it also fills -- leaves our Plans Examiners to

3

concentrate on the building permits itself and

4

the actual code requirements that are required

5

as part of the permit review process.
The second position that we're asking

6

7

for is the Planner IV position,

and this is in

8

relationship to the transfer of the Maui

9

Redevelopment Agency back to the Planning

10

Department.

11

IV position is that right now the Department

12

has taken over some of the responsibilities

13

for the MRA,

14

projects,

15

Director who has since,

16

from the position.

17

Planner IV position will process both the

18

administrati e and the five to seven projects

19

that are annua ly filed wi

t

ose t

in that we are reviewing the

rather than the previous Executive

de el

20

And what we're asking the Planner

ngs

re

resigned

So we're looking at this

enc

t

you know,

f

and

the Maui
hey'

eve some of t

1

e

are

0

e workload

22

from the e

23

keeping with the proposal in the Fiscal Year

24

2009 Budget to transfer the Maui Redevelopment

25

Agency back to the Planning Department.

stin

planners

and also
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It was determined that the Maui

1

2

Redevelopment Agency worked the most efficient

3

when it was with -- originally with the

4

Department and we provided the staff support

5

to the Maui Redevelopment Agency,

6

Administration has made the decision that

7

rather than having the MRA be the stepchild

8

that's been moving from OED to the Mayor s

9

Office,

and the

to move it back to the Planning

10

Department and have the Planning Department

11

provide the staffing support.

12

The other thing is we're also looking at

13

this Planner IV position to be more proactive

14

in our rural towns,

15

we're looking at this person as being

16

responsible for projects primarily in what we

17

call the Business Country Town areas,

and

18

these are like your towns like Haiku

Makawao

19

Ha a

o

e

et cetera
as he

our rural communities and

ou kno
the Mol

Molokai
a

s

Isla d as

and

as

e 1

s

La ai.
22

d what we're also a

cipati

as pa t

23

of this Planner position is that the design

24

guidelines that were created for all these

25

country towns has not been updated since its
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1

inception.

And we're looking at this Planner

2

position to start the initial process,

3

preparation process to start updating some of

4

these design guidelines.

the

Of particular concern is the Lanai

5

There has been changes to

6

design guidelines.

7

the Lanai Community Plan,

8

Department has not updated the guidelines for

9

Lanai -- Lanai Town,

but because the

there are conflicts

10

between the existing guidelines and the

11

Community Plan.

12

Planner position to help us with some of those

13

updates.

So we're looking at this

And there's also been talk with a lot of

14
15

communities that the design guidelines should

16

not just be limited to the Business Country

17

Town.

18

we re trying to expand the applicability of

9

20
1

It should be related to the region.

the desig
B s

ess

commu it

idelines
o

tr
self

ovv

not just
stric

r

o the region
o t

o the
b tot e
tse ff

22

that would require updates

23

the rules and regulations

24

position as a Planner IV would also be

25

responsible for the rural communities.

and

e p an and to

and that Planner
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We're also looking at,

1

with the

2

increased workload of the Cultural Resources

3

Planner in the projects that are being filed

4

as well as the other cultural portions of the

5

responsibility of the Department,

6

doing permit reviews,

7

sites for both the Hawaii and the National

8

Register of Historic Places,

initiating

9

proposals for grant monies.

We recently

in not only

but doing nominations of

10

acquired the certified local government funds,

11

and we're looking at always continuing to look

12

for that kind of grant monies.

13

overseeing the cultural studies that were

14

funded in the Fiscal Year 2008 Budget by the

15

Council and there are additional projects that

16

we are proposing to be funded in the Fiscal

17

Year 2009 Budget.
Because of all these increased workload

18
9

20

And we're

of the CuI ural PIa ner,
t
pe

a

here's
t-'
'
~-Cl

oin

we're anticipa

o be so

responsi i

g

addition

ties tra sfe red

that not necessaril

e

0

that t

22

current divisio

23

West Maui Planner will be able to assume

24

this new Planner position will take over some

25

of that workload.
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And the last position that we're

1
2

requesting is a GIS Technician Intern,

and

3

what we're looking in part of this position is

4

that this intern position is basically a

5

student

6

with GIS experience coming in as a part-time

7

person to take over the less difficult work of

8

the GIS Technician.

9

be doing preparation maps,

a college student or someone outside

A lot of i t is going to
doing GIS

10

inputting.

And by doing this,

11

our GIS Technicians to do the more difficult

12

tasks within the Department.

13

at this.

14

mentoring program in which we're training a -

15

you know,

16

GIS work as a career and possibly in the

17

future,

18

division

19

at some point

20

the -

wi hin the Depa

2

wit i

the Cou

You know,

a

24
25

So we're looking

i t could also be part of a

student especially to want to do

you know,

as openings may occur in the

that this person can transition in

two and a
23

i t will free up

a

to a Cou ty position withi

t

of Ma

or e
So t

os tons

e

e

sewhere

ose are t

e

hat we're

requesting.
In terms of our Operating Budget,

most

of the monies are in terms of the special
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1

projects that are funded,

and if you look at

2

page 3 of our submittal,

3

programs that have been funded for 2008 and

4

what's been proposed for 2009.

these are the

The first one is the Coastal Erosion

5
6

Rate Map Update,

and this request has been

7

advertised with the opening bid date of

8

April 23rd.

9

Zoning Update.

The next one is the Comprehensive
This request has also been

10

advertised with an opening date of April 30th.

11

The Cultural Resource Management Plan Update,

12

which has been funded,

13

with an opening date of April 30th.

this is also advertised

In terms of the Beach Nourishment

14
15

Project,

16

through fines

17

Coastal Zone Management violations.

18

being processed throu

19

throu

20

as the

there was

$50,000 that was obtained

that were done in terms of

p

three projects t
ao e

artnering wi h

rchase orders
a

r

are proposed.
wh ch \'Je!

P r
e

These are

One

e

Isle RC&D Council in

22

which we're pa ing for some of the restoration

23

that was done at Kamaole Beach Park

24

the sand there trucked to the site to restore

25

some of the sand dunes and the shoreline.

getting
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Two other projects that are being

1
2

proposed are with the Maui Coastal Land Trust

3

for restoration work at the Tavares -- what's

4

called Tavares Beach,

5

the County park system

6

for beach enhancement at Hookipa Park,

7

we are partnering with the Surfrider

8

Foundation,

9

the $50,000 are being encumbered.

which is also part of
and the third one is

Maui Chapter.

which

So this is where

Because these are three separate

10
11

projects that are less than $25,000,

we're

12

doing it through the purchase order process in

13

which we are doing it through requisition and

14

purchase order.

15

funded.

So these projects have been

The next item is a new project,

16

or a

17

continuing project,

18

Implementation of the Enterprise Geodatabase

9

20

and this
ee

s

calle

which is the

to beg n t
an E

e

e deve opment of wha

rise Geoda

epartment and

ater e

ase

0

's

be

2

used by the

22

other County agencies.

23

funding over several fiscal years.

24

the initial step to begin modifying our

25

numerous GIS layers created by the Department

anded to

It will require
This is
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1

into an efficient format that can be shared

2

between divisions and eventually with other

3

agencies.
I'm not really familiar with the GIS

4

5

program,

but if there are additional questions

6

that you have regarding this program,

7

have my GIS Staff person here as well as my

8

Division head here to answer any additional

9

questions.

I

do

The next one is 3D models of buildings,

10
11

and this is to allow GIS visualization of

12

communities.

13

Community Plan updates,

14

by Planners in project analysis.

15

give you a visual interpretation of if you do

16

development,

17

three dimensional what development would look

18

like withi

19

of the

o

0

e

And this is proposed to aid the
but can also be used
And i t ' s to

this is what visually or 3D or

So this is one

the communities.
er

e

hi gs tha

also have a

re proposing.

o osa
ra

0

Fisc

e

resources manageme

21

2009 wh ch the c 1

22

HAEBS/HAER stu

23

that the United States Department of Interior

24

uses or the standards that they use when i t

25

comes to historic buildings and cultural

d HAEBS/HAER is the name
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1

resources.

And we're requesting funds to be

2

used to document both Hawaii and National

3

Register eligible properties.

4

funds will be used for the historic

5

documentation that s necessary of buildings

6

proposed for demolition to create a permanent

7

record in the form of drawings,

8

photography,

9

to provide the documentation that's needed

Some of these

and written data,

archival
and i t ' s also

10

when you want to provide nomination papers for

11

historic structures and sites.

12

what the $50,000 that's proposed.

So that is

The next one also deals with the Pioneer

13
14

Mill Office Rehabilitation,

15

cultural resources,

16

$150,000 for what is the Old Pioneer Mill

17

Office,

18

listed on the Hawaii Register and it has bee

19

nom nated for the Nationa

o

s

0

also deals with

and this is asking

which is a County facility.

c

h s mone

ac

Register of
e'

s~

to be

se

for

asbestos removal from the b
23

as-built plans

24

for renovation.

25

potentially seek,

And it is

s

e

op si

to fu d
d ng

he
produce

and develop construction plans
And this would allow the -which is the Na Kupuna 0
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1

Maui,

to seek additional funding for sources

2

for renovations to actually renovate the

3

building.

And,

4

facility.

It is a historic registered site.

you know,

this is a County

The next study that we're asking funding

5
6

for is a permit fee study of $50,000,

and this

7

is in order to propose a cost-related permit

8

fee.

9

costs is that are incurred by the Department

We need the documentation of what the

10

to process the various permits.

11

in relationship -- you know,

12

has always been asked why do we not charge our

13

fees based upon the actual cost of processing

14

these permits.

15

know,

16

the documentation as to what really is the

17

cost of all of these various permits that are

18

issued by the Department.

19

first ste

o tr

fee

e.

0
2

And this is

the Department

And in order for us to -- you

to start something like that,

-cruct

The ne t

to

And this is the

mplement s ch a pe

tern is

Update

you need

he Puunene

and t

i

i

or

22

Master PIa

is is something t

23

the Mayor s Office has asked us to be the

24

coordinating agency for,

25

relationship to the Department of Land and

and i t ' s in
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1

Natural Resources has requested from the

2

County an updated Master Plan for the Puunene

3

Airport in order for the continued use of the

4

site as part of the executive order.
My understanding is that DLNR is saying

5
6

that our plan was done several years ago and

7

i t is time for the County to actually update

8

those plans to what the current thought of the

9

County is as to how this site should be used.

10

And,

you know,

our Department as the Planning

11

Department would be the one through this site

12

study coordinating with all the different

13

departments or potential users of the Puunene

14

Airport.

15

do that Master Plan study.

So we're asking for that $200,000 to

The next item is the Maui Redevelopment

16
17

Agency_

18

Planning Department

It is being transferred to the
and as part of the

9

ransfer for the 2009 F sca

a

he

're

roposin

my understandin
2

bu

a bu

ear Bu

e

et of $100 000.

is that the reduc ion

he

l

et is to -- is a reduction in staff

23

office rental

and furniture equipment.

What

24

is expected is that the Planning Department

25

staff,

similar to how we operated with the MRA
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1

In the past,

is that we would provide the

2

staff services through the Planner IV position

3

that we're being requested and through our

4

management staff.
Similar to how either the Director or

5
6

one of our Planning Administrators supports

7

the various boards and commissions,

8

the staff support that we are proposing.

9

understanding is out of the $170,000,

that is
My

one of

10

the major projects that is being proposed for

11

Wailuku,

12

Wailuku parking structure,

13

municipal lot,

14

$100,000,

15

through consultant funds

16

will spearhead the parking structure within

17

Wailuku Town,

18

that as a consultant

9

20

the Redevelopment Agency,

is the

the Wailuku

and part of that money,

is to fund a project manager or a --

of the Count
used for t

so we would hire someone to do
rather than an e

loyee

And the remaini g would be

e operat n

e ne t

to be the person that

ortio

n the Department,

e

e se
s

a con

f

he
nui

rogram

22

w t

a d that's a General

23

Plan update.

24

funded $430,000 for the West Maui Community

25

Plan update.

In the Fiscal Year 2008 you

We have since sent that out to
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1

bid and we are looking to do a bid opening in

2

the next two weeks on this project.
We are requesting for the next set of

3
4

updates an additional $100,000 as a continuing

5

program

6

this additional monies is that it's going to

7

be done as

8

has been requested by the GPAC Committee,

9

preparation of the documents for the Maui

and what we're looking as part of

used for community outreach that

10

Island Plan and the Molokai and Lanai

11

Community Plans,

12

funded,

13

It's an ongoing project and we're also looking

14

for part of the funding to be in preparation

15

for work on the Hana Community Plan, which,

16

you know,

17

done,

18

Community Plan in phases

19

al

20

s

2

which has already been

and already encumbered,

the monies.

was one of the first plans that was

and we're looking at doing the Hana

at
ff n

0

ce
e

rather than doing it

beca se of what our antici ate
irements wi

ong-Ra ge D vis on.

So

e for

e

e can start

he

22

in tial preparation for t

e Community Plan

23

update

24

within the Fiscal Year 2009,

25

proposing to do this as a phased project.

but we can't complete the whole thing
so we're
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The next money is the in 2008 you had

1

These

2

the Digital Flood Mapping of $50,000.

3

funds have been encumbered with the FEMA flood

4

map study for lao Stream and Lanai Island,

5

the Department is working with FEMA to getting

6

this portion of the project done,

7

as well as working with FEMA in doing the lao

8

Stream flood study,

9

Island flood study.

so

completed,

as well as the Lanai

The next program is the UR Maui Sea

10
11

Grant Program.

12

approximately $77,000 was funded.

13

asking for an additional funding of $83,651.

14

And the increase is basically salary increases

15

for the UR Sea Grant person,

16

negotiated by the union pay scale,

17

increases.

18

that are

9

o

pos

We're

which are
pay

So this is union pay increases
egotiated.

ion a d

fo

In Fiscal Year 2008

tion,

e

So since we fund this

se this positio

tech i

al s

tis impor an

shore 1 ne projects

2

for us to continue the funding of this

23

position.

25

no

o

21

24

ou

or

in terms of

We also are asking continue -- the
continue of the Development Mitigation Fee
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No funds were allocated for 2008,

but

1

Study.

2

we're asking for $60,000 for Fiscal Year 2009,

3

and this is to continue the program to try to

4

implement Development Mitigation Fee Program

5

for the County.

6

know

7

what kind of fees

8

for that infrastructure,

9

asking for the $60,000.

So we re looking at,

you

some of the infrastructure needs and
in terms of development fees
and that s why we're

The last program that was budgeted in

10
11

Fiscal Year 2008 is the Kihei Community

12

Association Open Space Guide,

13

was $10,000.

14

in by Councilwoman Anderson,

15

to her as to what the funding was for,

16

was related to cultural resources.

17

we've done is we consolidated the $10,000 for

18

this project with the Cultural Resources

19

Manageme t

20

mone

2

co su ta ts,
work,

23
24
25

i

that

This is the funding that was put

P a

te

I believe,

s

and we did talk
and it

And what

update to get more for our
f

hav ng

so we've do e

0

at er

an

o

e co s

tan

doing bo h

at.

bid opening on April 30th

So t

at also is

2008.

In terms of the equipment that was
requested for the Department,

the $3,000 is
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1

for the two expansion positions that are being

2

proposed,

3

And the lease equipment is for the three

4

offices that we man,

5

all of the lease equipment in terms of our

6

Xerox machines and our fax machines that are

7

in the three offices

8

maintain those leases for the operation of the

9

Department.

requested,

and the lease equipment.

It's for

that we have.

and that's

just to

So there's no -- this is a

10

continuing because we don't buy our equipment.

11

We lease our equipment.

12

monies are for.

So that is what the

In terms of grant revenues,

13

we currently

14

have four projects that are identified as

15

grant revenues,

16

the Mayor's mission statement of partnering

17

with other agencies as well as the public and

18

organizations.

19

that we have t

o

and those are in keeping with

So what we have identified is
e Certified Local Go ernment

rog

o

year for $50 000.

u

e

We re goin

ndme

t

o co ti ue

22

an annual bas s

seeking CLG funding.

23

the Coastal Zone Management Program

24

annual funding from the State.

25

2008 the funding request was $436,000.

0

We have
which has

In Fiscal Year
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1

year we're asking for 356,820,

and that is

2

reflecting in the two positions that were

3

transferred from the CZM Program to the

4

Administration Program.

5

know,

6

Council is that the CZM Program was looking to

7

diminish the amount of funding for the program

8

in which the County will have to make up some

9

of the differences in the funding.

And last year,

you

one of the things we didn't inform the

So this is

10

like the reflection that we took two of our

11

positions out and the reduction in the Fiscal

12

Year 2009.
The other two programs is the FEMA Flood

13
14

Map Study.

This year we asked for a budget

15

amendment of $250,000.

16

continuation of grant revenues of $250,000,

17

because we are going to seek from FEMA

18

additio al flood management funds

19

a ailab e.

20

prog am remai s

ithi

21

And t

er b

22

have requested that hasn t

23

the Council yet

24

Resources Management Plan Study.

25

asking a budget amendment for Fiscal Year 2008

We're asking a

So we wanted to make s

ere's ano

t

e F sca
amen

if
re t

at the

ear 2009.
nt that

e

been acted upo

b

and that's the Hawaii Ocean
We are
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1

of 87,500.

We're asking that in Fiscal Year

2

2009 that we keep $100,000 allocated because

3

we are seeking annual funding from the State

4

for the Hawaii Ocean Resource Management Plan.

5

So that ends our presentation,

6

open to any questions that the Council may

7

have.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

9

plenty.

Thank you,

Good information,

Members,

10

Colleen.

and we're

That was

though.

we'll proceed with the

11

Administration and Planning Program.

12

I ' l l go with Member Victorino.

13

any questions in regards to the Administration

14

and Planning Program?

15

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

Well,

Members,

Do you have

first of all,

I'd

16

like to thank Colleen and Jeff for this in

17

depth with the vacancies and all of the

18

various aspects of your Department s expansio

9

o

ositions.
Depar

ts

ou know
at

ou re one of few

arne before us

2

eery hing

2

pict re of what's goi g on.

23

I

n wr tin

f

so

t

ave a better

guess the question I would have for

24

you folks is I see a consolidation,

and is

25

this part of what the Mayor has been telling
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1

us,

that you're talking certain areas and

2

putting them in consolidated -- or

3

reconsolidating the objective codes?

4

confused in what I'm saying?

5

for example,

6

reduced it by 150,000.

7

reducing and also expansion positions or -

8

and I'm looking on one of two on the outline

9

that was given by Mr.

Or am I

Because like,

professional services,

you

Is that part of

Pablo and the

from

And so I

10

the Planning Department,

11

under Professional Services,

12

reduction.

13

Department is so busy,

14

reason why we reduced i t by that much?

15

MS.

SUYAMA:

yeah.

see

$150,000

Knowing that the Planning
can you give me a

The consultant -- Professional Services

16

are the funding that we use to hire the court

17

reporters for the various meetings,

18

anticipated contested case hearings from our

19

various boards and commissions.

o

a

cipa e
t

22
23

e Fisca

s

rna

co

ear 2009

ested
an

as well as

d

e don'

earin s
tha

's

o occ
we're

doing the reduction.
We re hoping that by the rule changes

24

that we've done,

that's going to streamline

25

the need for appeals processes,

you know,
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1

violations,

2

rule changes will make i t easier,

3

terms of dealing with potential interventions

4

in project applications that are before the

5

various commissions.

6

reduction is for.

7

as well as,

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

you know,

some of the
you know,

So that's what the

That's reasonable.

Okay.

8

On that same page,

9

publications and subscriptions.

down about five,

you have

You've

10

last year you spent $720.

11

jumping to 8,720,

12

increase,

13

that to be so little and then take that

14

tremendous leap?

15

MS.

SUYAMA:

This year you're

which is 1,111 percent

but what was that

Maybe I

in

-

what caused

can call my Administrator down,

16

Administrative Assistant.

17

that the way our budget had been originally

18

line itemed

you know

My understanding is

i t wasn t

accurate

so ..
20

o

MR.

s~'Iler

21

Member

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

es

Please ide t

o

f

Co ncil

fy yourself.

Can you identify -- yeah

yeah.

24
25

ou

MR.

DELIMA:

It was based on a

review of actual
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1

expenditures for the previous fiscal year.

2

And to bring it more in line with what we

3

actually did spend on professional

4

publications and subscriptions,

5

more realistic figure based on our actual

6

expenditure.

7

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

And you didn't

identify yourself.

8
9

Okay.

this is a much

MR.

DELIMA:

Oh,

Alan DeLima.

I'm the

10

Administrative Assistant for the Planning

11

Department.

12

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:

Thank you,

Mr.

13

just wanted to know who you were,

14

I

DeLima.

even though

know who you were.
Okay,

15

if that's the case,

then that's

16

fine.

17

I ' l l let my colleagues have a chance

18

if there s other questions that need to be

19

ans e ed

20
2
2

23

I will refrain from further questions.

R

and then

wi 1 ask agai

T
C

I

ONTANIL
ivIember

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

yo

f

T a

C a

yo

okama?
I

gotta a list.

So let me just

trying to understand,

the

24

start with the -

25

two positions that you are eliminating from
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1

Coastal Zone Grant funding is because the

2

State is reducing their amount of monies

3

available to the County or are we just asking

4

for less money?

5

MS.

SUYAMA:

That was done in Fiscal Year 2008,

6

because we had been notified in 2008 by the

7

State that -- not 2008

8

Year 2008 that they were anticipating cutting

9

the amount of funding to the counties,

but for the Fiscal

and,

10

therefore,

11

positions to the Administration.

12

Fiscal Year 2009 monies that are listed is

13

actually just elimination of those two

14

positions that were not funded.

15

in 2008 you transferred those two

And so the CZM program is not in

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

need of this positions anymore;

17

it is?

18
19

o

MS.

SUYAMA:

Admi

nction is be ng

e f

st at

e

Zone Management

aff

f

r

an e s.

a dIed b

er
T

a

positio s funded through Coasta

23

Management.

25

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

e

the
oas a

e e are s

22

24

is that what

it s in need of the positions

Well

ow t

bu

So the

Zone

So the General Fund is

subsidizing it more;

is that what you're
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telling us?

1

2

MS.

SUYAMA:

Well,

you did that last year in the

3

last budget,

4

costs that was originally borne by the State

5

based upon the State's information to us that

6

they were going to reduce the fundings to the

7

counties.

8

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Can they do that?

I

thought we

have an agreement by constitution to pay for

9

the services that we provide for them.

10
11

so the County took up some of the

MS.

SUYAMA:

I believe they can,

because if

12

there's -- what's happening in the Coastal

13

Zone Management Program is that i t ' s funded

14

through the Federal government,

15

Federal government has reduced the amount of

16

money that goes to the State,

17

it,

18

monies that go to the counties.

19

t

o
21

e

and the

and as part of

the State then reduced the amount of
Even thou

rogram sti 1 exis s a d i t needs to be

u ded
o ernme

at i

it's

is is t

ra sferrin

e

i

e b rden f

22

Federal gove nment to the State

23

State to the local government

24

counties,

25

still need the positions in terms of,

om the

from t

which is the

and that's what s happening.
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1

know,

2

Program for

3

last year we transferred those two positions

4

into the Administration's budget.

5

implementing the Coastal

Zone Management

the County of Maui,

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So if that's the

and that's why

case

then help

6

us understand in our last quarterly review,

7

under Coastal

8

revenues,

9

encumbered through the various budget years,

10

so what are we waiting to use this money for

11

then?

12

MS.

Zone Management,

you know,

grant

you have almost a million dollars

My understanding of how the Coastal

SUYAMA:

13

Zone Management Program works

14

yearly basis we send our report to the State

15

and the State gives us

16

the County's costs,

17

basis.

18

I

ICE-C
6,

21

'9

Coastal

2

23

$929 000

24

for,

25

MS.

f

'02,

on an annual

don't believe that's changed,

e'

e

s

owin

'0

'03

'06

Zone Ma agement a

d

about.
encumbra ces

'07

'08 u

r

de

i t adds up to

so what are all these encumbrances

then?

SUYAMA:

so

about this million

at you're ta ki g

OKAMA:

that on a

the money to reimburse

you know,

m not really familiar

dollars t

9

20

And I

is

You know,

I

can't answer you that
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I would,

you know,

1

question at this point.

2

assume that it was the reimbursement to the

3

county from the Coastal Zone Management

4

Program that was to pay back the County for

5

the personnel costs that we have.

6

send those reimbursements to the State on an

7

annual basis

8

County of Maui.

9

Because we

and then a check is given to the

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So,

Budget Director,

why are we

10

showing these old encumbrances on our

11

quarterly report still yet?

12
13
14
15

MR.

PABLO:

I don't have that information presently,

but I ' l l be glad to look into it.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay,

thank you.

The Department presented,

as I

16

understand,

for part of this Planner IV is

17

regarding comments regarding the Business

18

Country Town

19

commend

ou

o

o

e

and
yo

ou know

guys do e er t
t

ike
o

I will

Director

0

ing as
ire

guys do that good,

o

0

e

g

itl

i

2

e forceme

2

it came to Lana

23

Business Country Town

24

Planners did a good job in screwing it up too,

25

because now we have a business project that

and

he

b

eputy talked abo

you guys did
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1

ignored Community Plan guideline and

2

standards.

Because we revised the ordinance.

3

It is now a

standard,

4

and I

5

are -- our professional Staff forgot

6

what is in our Community Plan.

7

a project that is going against the

8

architectural character and standards we have

9

adopted through the ordinances in the

not

just a guideline,

getting beat up because our agencies
to check

So now we have

10

Community Plan Business Country Town Zoning

11

Ordinance.
So for me,

12

Department,

you know,

we can

13

set up the policies,

14

resources

15

with one stick

16

Staff to take care of zoning or a Staff that

17

won't read the appropriate documents

18

problems with that.
wit

9

o

t

e

for you,

sho

we can set up the

but whether I

'em from an Administrative

And I

comings of t
as

o

2

P a

22

sit ation we ha e now?

er I

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

24

MR.

25

HUNT:

got to deal

oin

o do

0

I

have

m tired of dealing
e S aff.
ra

s

es

mpro e

the

Department?

Member Hokama,

the situation that

happened in Lanai City probably wasn't handled
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There's a

1

as well as i t should have been.

2

number of circumstances involved.

3

person from the -

4

the Urban Design Review Board that reviewed

5

that project,

6

inconsistencies and different interpretations

7

between the Community Plan language and the

8

design guideline language.

from the island who was on

so there was some

Just to be fair,

9

There was a

that happened under the

10

previous Administration,

11

nonetheless,

i t happened in the Planning

12

Department.

There's no guarantee that by

13

having another Planner that we're not going to

14

run into a situation like that again.

15

try our best to alleviate the possibilities

16

and try and assure that i t doesn't.

17

having an additional Planner gives us

18

additio al Staff

19

give

20

be

IC

2
2

C

s

I

believe.

which should,

additional re iew.

But

We will

You know,

in theory

It's

ot

oi g

0

cad.
I

o

s

people go throu

ere ache

st tha

yo r

to reduce the poten ial fal

23

outs of some of the shortcomings I

ve

24

experienced?

25

standardization that you're aware of that the

Is there some kind of
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1

person would have to go through,

2

checklist and say,

3

this,

4

out the Community Plan to see if there's some

5

language specifically to the

6

height limitations or architectural style,

7

those kind of things.

8

MR.

HUNT:

or,

no,

hey,

we missing this,

we forgot

-

depending on

Any Planner should

have a mental checklist that they need to

11

review the Community Plan policies.

12

should be standard operating procedure.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MR.

HUNT:

That

Department -- Departmentally you

that SOP in place,

14

this,

to either

10

13

the

still need to check

We have actual check lists,

different applications.

9

you know,

Director?

I would be shocked if a Planner did not

16

have that expectation in their mind,

17

Planner should be cognizant of the fact that

18

they're responsible to review the Community

19

P a

20

VI

2

MR.

policies on an app

cation.

Ok

I

's so basic,

I

to

we sho Idn't ha e to set that as a

policy.

24

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
Mr.

Director,

it's 1

e do

UN

23

25

any

e

I

ee

I would agree with you,
but I would say until we can be
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1

confident that it is happening automatically,

2

I would ask that you make those reminders to

3

appropriate Staff.
let me

I got a couple things about

4

5

tie it into this area

then,

since we re

6

talking about Community Plans.

7

with filling Zoning Inspector Positions I with

8

Department of Personnel Services?

9

we give resources.

Is the issue

You know,

We authorize positions.

10

We put funding.

11

you know,

12

you had a transfer.

13

what is the actual recruitment issues out

14

there that way so we can appreciate what's the

15

Department dealing with?

16
17

MR.

I

HUNT:

difficulties in fillings,

We are aware of that.

So

and

we've tried to address it with a combination
of responses.

9

before a d
ou t

Frankly
1 say

' t re

people.

Pe

t

a d I
a ain

t

e wa es

ve to

y

aps wit

e said this

e

ecess on,

22

we'l

23

unfortunate out growth

24

cloud has a silver lining perhaps.

25

so then

think i t ' s a combination of things,

8

o

And then we see reports of,

have a few more candidates.

he

l

o

o

rna

e

Tha

's an

but I guess every

We have a tendency to get lists that are
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1

either incomplete or short,

or sometimes we

2

get a list that no one has applied at all.

3

we've tried to be creative in responding to

4

that.

5

qualifications are then easier to fill.

6

talked to the Department of Personnel about

7

creating a new position.

8

creating an intern,

9

that the qualifications would be even less,

So

We downgraded positions so that the
We've

We discussed

an Inspector Intern so
a

And there's

10

very entry level position.

11

problems with that because it has to go across

12

the whole State and all the counties,

13

don't believe that came to fruition,

14

did downgrade a number of positions to trainee

15

positions.

16

MR.

belie e a little.

UNT:
I

HOKAMA:

2

UN

N

2

be t

g

23

Has that improved the situation

for you to recruit and hire?

V CE

22

but we

We're trying to --

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

17
18

so I

nspector

Not

c

T

-'-

ow
f

e

oor

0

e

eo

0

ecome a

e a e
0

fra kly.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

If we were interested in

24

creating a -- something that would tie into

25

zoning as well as real property tax,

you would
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1

see that as two separate positions or do you

2

think there's an ability to work with Finance

3

Department and consolidate i t so that on the

4

inspection the person would check zoning first

5

and then see if the appropriate property tax

6

has been assessed by the County or collected

7

by the County.

8
9

MR.

HUNT:

I

haven't really analyzed i t thoroughly.

I'd be hesitant to shoot from the hip and say

10

what my feelings would be or thoughts.

11

would commit to talking to the Finance

12

Department,

13

our coordinated analysis.

14

the Director,

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
potential -- a

16

source.

17

enough fines

8

spect

o
22
23
24

25

different type of revenue

think the inspectors will get
and penalties to pay for

their

program itself by them doing active

9

2

I

and giving you back

just see this as a

I

15

I

0

c

0

s

er y

assif c

t

and tyi g i t i
payme

a
cns

Chairman,

or

rope t

0

0

zo ing as
opr ate

ta

ave others

but I

to relinquish the floor at this time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Member Molina.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you,

Department,

2

Chair.

regarding the Planner IV

3

first of all,

thank you for providing the

4

listing of the vacancies from the prior fiscal

5

year.

6

clarification between the Planner IV position

7

that you received last fiscal year versus the

8

Planner IV position that you're requesting for

9

this fiscal year,

Just to help me understand,

again

the

are the duties the same for

10

both or is this just a carryover from Fiscal

11

Year

12

able to fill that I

13

interview,

14

seeking for Fiscal Year

15

MS.

'08,

SUYAMA:

the Planner IV that you haven't been
guess you had an

versus this Planner IV that you're
'09?

The Planner IV position that we're

16

interviewing was -- we had an employee

17

previously,

18

En ironme ta

19

Wl

o
1

t

ree ye
I

's a

os

23

work

o

know

yo

for about t

So

Department

25

Management

e Departmen

22

24

and that person transferred to

n

hat's

e

and

e was

0

p

si

a s bee

0

e

and it s basica ly to do the other

you know,

within the planning field.

The Planner IV that we re requesting is
basically doing a concentration on specifics,
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1

which is the MRA,

2

Redevelopment Agency,

3

us,

4

concentrate on the rural communities and

5

taking some of the workload off of the

6

Cultural Resources Planner.

7

you know,

8

within the Department.

9

which is the Maui
which is transferring to

as well as trying to get someone that will

It s basically,

anticipating the increased workload

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

So in essence you're going to

10

have two Planner IV positions now in the

11

Department that you're requesting?

12

MS.

SUYAMA:

Right.

There's more than one Planner

13

IV position,

but i t ' s just that we have one

14

vacancy and we have one new one that we're

15

proposing.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

And this Planner IV that

17

you're requesting for this fiscal year

18

mentio ed the work w th the rural towns

9

M .

o

CODN

SU

R
R

you

t.

Iv[OLI

th t a r

s

o

e

of ta e

22

Main Street Association and ot er communi y -SUYAMA:

the

nd

LJ..

MS.

e,

e n

"1

23

are of by

d_

r

s

e

Their responsibility is totally

24

different than the Planning Department.

25

Planning Department is responsible for all the
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1

permitting requirements,

2

creation of the design guidelines,

3

know,

4

Main Street has their own program that they

5

function independently of the County of Maui.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

et cetera.

so,

you

Tri-Isle

And who do they work with

directly in the Department.

7

8

the ordinances,

as well as the

MS.

SUYAMA:

They come to us in terms of -- there's

projects that may go to Tri-Isle Main Street

9

10

as initial reviews by them,

11

some input,

12

Maui Redevelopment Agency,

13

Street,

14

meetings to see what's happening in Wailuku

15

Town.

16

know,

17

community itself dealing with,

18

the needs of those commu ities are as a

19

separate organ zatio

20

COUNCI

MS.

She meets directly with other,

you

business people in the community or the

MBE

SUYAMA:

Tri-Isle Main

Jocelyn Perreira comes to all of the

MO INA:

epartme t

22
23

and they may come like for the

wo Id be so t

2

and they provide

0

So
a lia so

you know,

an e
betwee

what

posi

t

0

e

and -

They would still work with the

24

community in terms of -- they would continue

25

to work with people like the Tri-Isle Main
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Street,

2

with the business community,

3

potential developers within those communities.

4

you know,

They will work

1

program.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

as well as

My next question

5

relates to the Puunene Airport Master Plan

6

update.

7

based on explanation i t says the DLNR

8

requested an updated master plan per the

9

Executive Order.

You guys are requesting 200,000,

And now,

and

my question is,

how

10

old is the current Master Plan?

11

if the State is requesting that we fund this,

12

I

13

they should at least pay their share of it.

14

What are the consequences if we don't provide

15

them,

16

regarding the Puunene Airport?

17
18
9

o

MS.

kind of have a problem.

at their request,

SUYAMA:

Okay.

obtain

ate

mean,

think

Originally for the County to

for Puune e

s

990s.

ou

we had to do a
tha

a
I

e

a

21

ov rIO

2

tha

23

uses that are being proposed now

24

recycling center,

25

actually identified.

ea s 01

was done.

I

an updated Master Plan

e Executive Order

Master PIa

e

I

And for me,

e

0

as done i
ng

ou

gi al ]VIas e

's
PIa

And because there a e other
like the

that wasn't -- wasn't
It was in loose terms
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1

identified as a public facility within the

2

Master Plan.

3

more than 10 years have gone by.

4

Maui,

5

should do an update to that Master Plan if you

6

want to continue to have the use of the

7

property.

8

lands.

you know,

County of

things have changed,

You know

I mean,

9

What the State is saying is that

and you

because it is State

you know,

I

can't say what the

10

State may do without the Master Plan,

11

is their properties.

12

we're not using the properties in accordance

13

to the master plan and the representations

14

that the County had,

15

rescind the Executive Order.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
for this?

17
8
9

20

MS.

SU

If they determine that

that they could basically

Who is the State spokesperson

Who made this specific request?

It's with the Department of Land and

Nat ra
be

but it

a

Resources.
h

e

I wou d be ieve
a

e

e

o

l

o

would
e

Depar ment.
22
23

24
25

o

COUNCILMEMBER MOLl
Thank you
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

hank yo

ay.

.

Chair.

Thank you,

Member Molina.

Just one fast question.

You know,
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1

all these Planner vacancies,

2

and V's,

3

lot of Planners in the last several years that

4

I've been here,

5

much are the

6

offering some of the Planners that left?

7

MR.

HUNT:

I'm just curious,

I don t

you know,

you know,

we lost a

and I was just wondering,

I guess,

know the figure,

but I would bet

it s a lot greater than what they were

9

getting.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Yeah,

I

see,

you know,

the

11

highest paid Planner is about 60 somewhat

12

thousand dollars for Maui County.
Colleen,

13
14

MS.

SUYAMA:

how

consultants are

8

10

IV's

do you know?

Looking at what the pay ranges are in

15

the private sector,

16

our highest planner,

17

probably they're getting more than that in

18

terms of

9

o

you know

which is a Planner VI,

with experience.

lwa s commiserate wit
ha

s

stem,

experie ceo

at unfo t

2

tr

22

degree of expertise

3

probably what we're paying

tra

s

a e

t

e PIa ner
you

ow

sector comes in and says that

e

It's
An

what

o

o

ce ta n

a d the private
well

you've

24

trained these people to that expertise and we

25

don't need to train them,

so they come in and
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1

offer them better benefits and better pay

2

scales.

3

that's how we lost a lot of people within,

4

know -- within the Department,

because they

5

moved to other opportunities.

And a lot of

6

these people are young.

7

They don t

8

of us have already put in with the County,

9

when you're young and you've gotten your years

And it's hard for us to compete,

and
you

You can't blame them.

have the years of service that some
so

10

of experience through the County,

11

move unfortunately is to go into the private

12

sector.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

i t ' s like 83,000,

14
15

MR.

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

17

MR.

18
9
n

U

HUNT:

Could I

HUNT:

I

a

2

mov n

can imagine how much.

follow up on that just briefly?

We are trying to be creative in
h s issue.
f

t

see over here

Sure.

response to
e

so I

And I

just don't want to paint it all doom

and g oom.

e

2

Thank you.

the next

e p

og

erso

e

where

expenses and for

We've worked w th the
c

o

t

e re mburse fo
es in

e

enses.

23

We re also trying to have enhanced training

24

for our Staff so that not only are they more

25

efficient,

but they feel like they're valued.
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1

And training,

frankly,

2

also a perk,

3

overnight and you stay in a nice hotel or

4

whatever and you meet people.

5

we can give somebody without increasing their

6

salary that s

not subject to those salary

7

constraints.

So,

8

there are some creative solutions being

9

attempted out there.

i t ' s a benefit.

again,

I

but i t ' s

You go somewhere

So i t ' s a perk

just want to say

It's not all doom and

gloom.

10
11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Member Molina,

before I

calIon

Member Baisa.

13
14

is technical,

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you,

Chair.

Just a

15

quick follow-up on the Puunene Airport.

16

either through the Department or the.

17

Committee Staff,

can we get a

response

18

from DLNR to give a furt er exp a atio

19

do

is Master

fun

1 be a dete
su

ort t

s

reques

la

or

f

we

or me

request
fac

l

Maybe

e

e

ot.

hank you.

PONTAN L

22

CHAI

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

Thank you.

Member Baisa.
Thank you very much,

Chair.
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Many of the questions I wanted to ask

1

2

about personnel have already been answered,

3

we won't have to go there.

4

we have a serious problem in trying to attract

5

and retain Planners,

6

at some point we're going to have to bite the

7

bullet and do something about what we pay.

8

But another thing I'd like to ask you is I

9

notice that you're trying to be really

It's obvious that

and it seems to me that

10

creative about grooming people to move up in

11

the Planning Department.

12

done

13

that becomes a IV and then becomes a V?

14

that possible?

15

MR.

HUNT:

so

Can't this be

- is there such a thing as a Planner III

Yes,

Is

Is there a career ladder?

we're doing the same thing with the

16

Planners as we are with the other divisions.

17

We're trying to create more entry level

18

positions,

19

better term,

20

existing Staff,

21

positions,

22

more of a technical position.

23

that obviously are committed to the

24

Department.

25

They're good workers.

incubator positions,

for lack of a

trying to take advantage of the
some of

even our clerical

we're trying to transfer those into
There's people

They've been here a long time.
Let's see what we can
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1

2

do to promote within our own Department.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

It would seem to me that that

3

might be a really good place to,

you know,

4

people,

5

people that you don't mind investing in

6

because you know they have the potential,

7

like you said,

8

this is part of the employment situation

9

today.

get

is people that you already know,

the commitment.

But,

I don't care where you go.

and,

you know,

Everybody

10

is stealing from everybody else.

11

good person,

12

I ' l l give you a little bit more and off they

13

go,

14

do it would be in the County,

15

we really kind of have our hands tied.

16

private sector you can offer a little bit

17

more,

18

Civil Service and the system that we have,

19

it's very difficult,

20

class of people,

21

overall,

22

to do that,

23

tough.

and they say come on,

you know,

and it seems like a very logical place to
where we're --

you can be more creative,

know,

In the

but here with

unless we move up a whole

and looking at this budget

I don't know where we get the money
so that makes it really,

But we need these Planners,

24
25

They see a

really

because,

you

everything that we do around here seems
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1

to be tied to the Planning Department.

2

know,

3

Department,

4

you more money to do the job,

5

like land development,

6

on this island is about planning,

7

me to the General Plan,

8

talk about that,

9

I

10

and I

will wait,

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

very important

think we may have to give

I

because i t seems

everything that we do
which brings

and we're going to

guess,

under Operations,

so

Chair.
Thank you.

Member Mateo.

11

12

you certainly are a very,

You

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:
Ms.

13

Chairman,

Suyama,

thank you very much.

as you covered the positions

14

and there was the reference to the expansion

15

positions,

16

the Planner IV and the Land Use Permit Clerk,

17

are these positions readily to be filled as

18

soon as the positions are approved?

19

MS.

SUYAMA:

the two full-time in particular,

We're hoping,

because we're doing

20

continuous recruitment for

Planners,

that

21

there are potential people on the list.
The other thing is for the Land Use

22
23

Clerk,

Permit Clerk,

I

think would be easier

24

to fill because i t ' s a clerical position and

25

there are more clerical names that you can
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interview because it's going to be where we're
2

training them from an entry position.

3

know,

4

interest of where this planning position is,

5

that there are going to be people that are

6

interested in applying.

7

hopefully,

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

you know,

You

because of the

No, my only reason for asking

8

this is because continuous recruitment also

9

has been ongoing for some of the other

10

positions as well,

11

particular planning position,

12

one,

13

anticipating to serve as the transition of the

14

MRA.

15

inherited responsibility,

16

you have this Planner -- this planning

17

position there to service it.

So I don't know

18

how you're going to,

be able to mesh

19

both,

20

that's going to be a challenge that the

21

Department is going to have to handle.

22

and especially since this
the expansion

is one that the Department is

So if the MRA is going to be your new

you know,

you need to be sure

you know,

simultaneously.

I

think

I don't need a response for that, but I

23

do want to respond with one of the projects

24

that you noted,

25

Office Rehabilitation with the $150,000

and that was the Pioneer Mill
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1

request to address the asbestos removal as

2

well as the development of construction plans

3

for the renovation,

4

particular item is because,

5

Policy Committee,

6

Committee,

7

had a lot of issues with it, merely because of

8

the dilapidation of this particular facility.

9

We knew there was asbestos.

and my concern with that
as the Chair of

this item came through my

and this particular item,

the Chair

We know there's

10

mold.

11

leakage problems.

12

As a matter of fact,

13

Committee that insisted that we not provide

14

the license to this particular organization

15

because of the overwhelming cost factors

16

involved.

17

There's plumbing problems.

There's

There's roofing problems.
it was the Chair of that

The license was signed with the

18

understanding that they would be -- the

19

organization that got the license would be

20

responsible for the repairs and maintenance.

21

They were -- they were made full well.

22

were assuming a responsibility of the

23

building,

24

difficulties,

25

responsible for improvements,

They

knowing its physical limitations and
and they would be solely
et cetera,
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1

this particular facility.

And here we are

2

now,

3

us asking us for $150,000 to take care of some

having the Planning Department coming to

of these requirements that this particular
organization already knew existed.

5

I'm a little disturbed by,

6

you know,

7

this movement at this particular point in time

8

with this organization,

9

presented to them directly,

because everything was
specifically,

and

10

they knowingly accepted those terms and

11

conditions.

12

Planning Department got involved and are you

13

familiar with the license agreements and the

14

resolution that was adopted by our Council?

15

MS.

SUYAMA:

So can you tell me how the

I'm not familiar with the specific

16

resolution that was adopted by the Council,

17

but our purpose was that this is a County

18

building,

19

doing anything for the building,

20

steadily deteriorating.

21

aSking for,

22

which needs to be done,

23

the construction drawings,

24

done,

25

building,

and because of the lack of anybody
it is

And the work we're

which is to remove the asbestos,

regardless,

and the preparation of
which need to be

in order to improve the

that needs to be done.
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We're not asking at this point any kind
This is just basically

2

of construction costs.

3

providing the documentation that's necessary.

4

It will still require the lessee of the

5

property to find funding sources to do the

6

actual construction of the building.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So the request for the removal

8

of asbestos,

you know,

9

the consideration was not mutual,

10

both asbestos and mold?

11

you know,

12

mold also exists there.

13

MS.

SUYAMA:

was there a reason why
then,

for

Because both are --

one is more severely intense, but

My understanding is that we did an

14

initial study to analyze the buildings,

15

from the report that was done,

16

understanding is that asbestos is the primary

17

problem that they found,

18

saying for the removal of the asbestos.

19
20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

and

the -- my

and that's why we're

Thank you.

So, Mr. Chairman,

I guess just my own

You know,

I

looked at it,

21

two cents' worth.

22

and this is why we had the Department Housing

23

and Human Concerns review that initial request

24

to the Committee,

25

forward to the entire Council.

and the Committee brought it
So there were
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1

representations made,

2

particular point somehow,

3

dealings with the need to look at this

4

particular building that we own or under our

5

charge,

6

loops in getting additional monies to take

7

care of something that was pre-warned.

8

you,

9

and I believe at this
I guess when you're

I guess you can look at different

Thank

Chairman.

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Member Mateo,

I was

10

under the impression at that time too it was

11

only the building that they were looking at,

12

rather than us doing this type of work.
I got a question.

13

The old Wailuku post

14

Office,

15

leasing the property for,

16

next ten,

17

Have the Department ever taken a look at that

18

particular building in trying to fund asbestos

19

removal,

20

major problems?

21

MS.

SUYAMA:

they have asbestos problems.

We are

I don't know,

the

15 years, paying $75,000 a year.

which I understand is one of the

The Department was never asked to look

22

at that building in terms of,

you know,

23

funding any asbestos study or removal study.

24

My understanding is that the building is the

25

responsibility of the Managing Director's
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1

Office,

2

post office should be directed to the Managing

3

Director's Office.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Member Mateo.

5
6

so any questions regarding the old

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman,

thank you very much.

7

And if I may,

I believe our body just recently

8

approved a resolution with the Mayor being

9

able as an intergovernmental ability with the

10

Brownfields monies of $2 million,

11

Mr.

12

communication asking her to consider the use

13

of those funds for that post office that you

14

just referenced.

15

Chairman,

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

you could forward the Mayor a

Thank you.

16

memo to the Mayor.

17

information, Member Mateo.

18

Member Baisa.

19

so perhaps,

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

And we'll send that

Thank you for that

Yes,

one more question in the

As Mr.

Hunt and I are

20

area of personnel.

21

painfully aware,

22

on vacation rentals.

23

really having a difficult time with

24

enforcement.

25

there enough manpower in this budget to take

we've been working very hard
And looks like we're

And I'm wondering,

Mr. Hunt,
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care of these laws that we hope to pass?

1

2
3

MR.

HUNT:

Frankly, no, but we have to make due with

what we have.
as we all know.

The budget this year is tight,
Given our challenges in

5

filling those positions,

6

didn't feel comfortable with asking for more

7

positions.

8

creative.

9

hands and say we can't do it.

Again,

so the Department

we're trying to be

We don't want to just throw up our
We're trying to

10

say,

okay,

11

do?

We've been trying to work with the

12

enforcement officers to give them more tools

13

so that they can do their job more

14

effectively, more efficiently.

15

we had a couple discussions with the Police

16

Department and the Liquor Control Department

17

about contracting with undercover people,

18

lack of a better term,

19

that the inspectors can close a transaction

20

and,

therefore,

21

gun,

an actual cash -- transaction receipt.

22

So those kinds of tools will hopefully allow

23

the existing Staff to do their job better,

24

but,

25

don't believe we have adequate staffing for

again,

given our limitations, what can we

For example,

for

getting credit cards so

have the so-called smoking

the answer to your question is I
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1

inspections.

2

We're trying to do better with what we have.

3

We're doing the best we can.

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

I probably need to look,

4

don't have time.

5

what an inspector earns?

6

MR.

HUNT:

7

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

8

MR.

9

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

HUNT:

Can you tell me more or less

I believe it's in the mid 30's.
In the mid 30's?

I believe so.
And these folks work pretty

much a core work week,

10
11

MR.

12

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

13

about it,

14

week,

15

to what we pay here,

16

course,

17

very,

18

MR.

HUNT:

HUNT:

but

not on weekends?

Generally speaking.
So i t ' s really,

when you think

if you're working a regular 40-hour

$30,000 is really not bad in comparison
but the only concern,

the nature of the work,

of

which must be

very difficult.
Yeah,

I would echo that.

It's very

19

confrontational.

It's day in and day out

20

confrontation.

21

confrontation if you can go back and kind of

22

take a breather away from it,

23

day in and day out,

24

confrontations are very serious.

25

threatened,

It's easy to deal with

but when i t ' s

and some of the

very nasty,

They get

in your face kind of
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1

conversations,

2

that.

3

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

and we should all be aware of

Well,

you know,

you know,

my concern is

4

because,

5

we've been beating ourselves on the chest and

6

saying,

7

need to get out and enforce and we need to

8

speed the paperwork along,

9

all ties into bodies and people to do the

my God,

we have been -- you know,

part of this

We

is our fault.

and,

you know,

this

10

work,

11

issue and a

12

outcomes and your ability to be effective,

13

somehow we're going to work together to solve

14

it,

15

then i t ' s very difficult to enforce them and

16

then we have more problems.

17

vicious cycle.

18

MR.

HUNT:

and because we seem to have this vacancy
recruitment issue,

i t affects your
and

otherwise we're going to make rules and

So i t ' s kind of a

It's important to realize there's other

19

things we've been doing too.

20

TVA rules so the appeal process isn't as

21

burdensome,

22

are freer to give a violation.

23

we're trying to give them support,

24

them regularly,

25

set out a program where they're not getting so

so that,

We amended the

therefore,

the inspectors
As management
meet with

guide them and coach them,
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1

much abuse,

and if they do get a little bit of

2

feedback,

3

support them.

shall we say,

we're trying to

Because i t ' s the nature of the

4

job that

5

people are going to object and complain about

6

enforcement,

7

invitation to the Council.

8

going to get feedback about enforcement,

9

would encourage you to make sure that i t ' s

and I

would extend that
You folks are

just do a

and I

10

legitimate and don't

11

reaction and tell us to start pulling back or

12

to criticize the inspectors.

13

support for them.

14

wand.

15

a group effort.

16

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA:

Again,

knee-jerk

Try and find

there's no magic

There's no simple answer.

Again,

think i t ' s

thank you very much,

17

and I

18

training or tools or technology or anything

19

that makes the

20

we've got to do that until we can come up,

21

know,

22

have the money at this time,

23

very much.

24
25

agree with you.

I

If you can come up with

job easier and faster,

with a better way.

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

I

then
you

We certainly don't
but thank you

know your job is not a

fun one.

Thank you.

Members,

any more questions in regards
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1

to Administration and Planning Program before

2

we go into Grants Revenues?

3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

5

Baisa.

Question.
Member Hokama,

followed by Member

6

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

I want to bring back Puunene

7

Airport.

8

there was a nice conceptual master plan,

9

various services, programs,

Those 200-plus acres,

at one time

County agencies,

10

but seems it's too dusty for people,

11

it be for MIS,

12

agencies,

13

So what is the advantage for us to waste

14

$100,000 on this?

whether it be for other

so they're looking at other sites.

It appears people don't

want to go there anymore.
16

fair,

17

else.

18

MS.

SUYAMA:

whether

Even our County

they're looking at 200 acres some place

It's important to note that there are

19

other uses,

like the recreational uses that

20

are there that's still under the Executive

21

Order.

22

they want.

23

need like storage space that would be

24

appropriate in this -- you know,

25

base yards,

There is the recycling center that
There are other agencies that may

in this area,

so there is some use for the
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1

County in terms that this is land that you

2

don't have to buy to do public facilities.

3

think it's a matter of finding out from the

4

agencies through the Master Plan update what

5

facilities need to be located,

6

and location,

7

that,

8

already,

9

trying to purchase or rent land elsewhere.

10

I

that need room

and this is a potential area for

because you do have the Executive Order
rather than the County going out and

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Very good comment,

Deputy,

and I

11

would say you're absolutely right.

12

Unfortunately,

13

gotten that message,

14

throughout this budget,

15

requests for acquisition for development of

16

projects elsewhere,

17

appreciate the current financial situation,

18

but I ' l l leave that alone,

19

your comments,

your sister departments haven't
because you look
we got a lot of

and I guess they don't

Deputy.

but I appreciate

It needed to be said.

Let me work on something closer to --

20
21

that I've spent a lot of time on,

22

about the Maui Redevelopment Agency.

23

right.

24

here and there.

25

for it to grow and learn to be kind of

It's been pushed around.

and that is
You're

It's gotten

We tried to create some steps
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1

independent and do the job it was intended to

2

do by legislative intent that the Council

3

provided when the Council established its

4

agency,

5

40 years,

but here we are,
more or less,

You know,

6

what,

40 -

at least

with this agency.

there comes a point where I'm

7

will go to abolish this agency.

8

go through this hassle all the time?

9

departments can handle it,

I mean,

If the

then let's get rid

10

of this agency and get moving,

11

not happening.

12

make it -- give it some autonomy,

13

whatever reason it hasn't happened at the

14

administrative level.

because i t ' s

We try to grow it.

We try to
but for

So if you're going to do everything that

15
16

I

17

what's the need of an agency,

18

know,

19

can abolish.

20

worked out to what our intent was,

21

the statute had provided for.

22

why

MR.

think we had intended the agency to do,

HUNT:

Director?

what the Council created,

I

then
You

the Council

We created this agency.

Hasn't

not what

think there's good arguments on both

23

sides.

The Planning Department could absorb

24

virtually all of the duties of that agency,

25

especially if we had some additional Staff.
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1

The other side of the argument is Wailuku is

2

such a great historic resource and so

3

important for the County and the island,

4

it deserves a leader and a separate

5

taking the charge,

6

folded into the Planning Department,

7

fear is that it will be just another project

8

on equal footing with all the others.

9

So those are the two arguments.

-

that

someone

rather than just being
or the

I

think

10

they're valid arguments on both sides.

11

Council wishes to abolish it and fold it back

12

into the Planning Department,

13

can handle the task given extra Staff.

14

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

It's 40 years,

15

do one project,

16

Lot.

17

MS.

SUYAMA:

Can I

If

we believe we

they can't even

the Municipal County Parking

just add something regarding the

18

MRA?

The MRA has a value in the sense that

19

because it was given certain powers through

20

State legislation,

21

variances in terms of,

22

town,

23

Building Code,

24

zoning,

25

through the agency.

it has the power to grant
because i t ' s an older

from Code requirements,

whether it's

the Housing Code,

or even

it has that authority to do that
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If you're going to abolish the agency,

1
2

one of the important things is that then

3

you're going to have to change existing laws

4

in which their functions can be handled by the

5

Department.

6

the authority to grant variances from all

7

these various codes.

8

in one organization,

9

codes can be varied through this one

Because Department does not have

And it's good to have it
that all of these County

10

organization rather than independently by each

11

Department.

12

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Variance and Appeals is for?

13

14

Isn't that what the Board of

MS.

SUYAMA:

In certain terms,

yes,

but they also

15

have,

16

community,

17

one community by doing this,

and the agency,

18

because they're responsible,

can concentrate

19

on Wailuku Town,

20

just the Department,

21

much -- you know,

22

that you are constantly putting out fires that

23

occur within the County,

24

anybody to --

25

because they're organized,

just one

they're able to concentrate on that

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

versus as everything,

if it's

the Department has so

so many responsibilities

You know,

and we don't have

we hear what you're
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saying,

1

SUYAMA:

Deputy.

2

MS.

3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah.
So if what you're saying is

4

true,

5

Planning and not making it the agency supposed

6

to be,

7

MS.

then why are we folding it back in

SUYAMA:

then?
That's the other thing,

if you want it

8

independently or the most of -- the way it

9

worked most efficiently was when it was with

10

the Department, because the Department handled

11

the staffing needs of the agency in which we

12

provided the technical support,

13

the administrative support to the agency,

14

rather than them running independently on

15

their own with their own staffing.

16

having your own Executive,

17

doing what maybe what one of the management

18

Staff can do or even an Executive Assistant in

19

the Mayor's Office and having your own

20

clerical when we do have clerical Staff that

21

could do some of this

22

doing the ordering of supplies,

23

supplies,

24

whether that's an efficient use of public

25

monies,

we provided

you know,

Because
Director,

the clerical work and
office

and renting a separate office,

versus having it part of a Department
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1

in which you can use some of the Department

2

resources to man the agency.

3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

But then i t comes under the

4

Director's responsibility to allocate and

5

prioritize,

6

priority,

7

Department's priority.

So,

8

purpose of this agency,

then?

9

to do what we know i t ' s supposed to do,

so what could be an MRA number one

could be number ten in the
again,

what's the

I t ' s supposed

10

i t hasn't done its

11

you cannot have it both ways.

12

under your jurisdiction,

13

certain things for the Department.

14

we've gone past that stage in our County's

15

growth that we need to,

16

let it become what we expect i t to do to take

17

care of the responsibilities i t was

18

established to do and that frees

19

Department to do what i t needs to do outside

20

of the Wailuku redevelopment area.
You know,

21

for

job in 40 years.

which

You know,

You want it

but you want it to do

you know,

$100,000,

I

think

cut i t or

up the

for one,

you

22

guys going to use i t for a consultant for this

23

one thing?

24

yet,

25

then a balance will be for the program needs.

It's not even one damn CIP project

Chairman,

this parking lot project.
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1

So let's say you cut one $50,000 consultant

2

agreement.

3

program?

4

out well enough to be presented,

5

It's -- I

6

up good points,

7

commitment to this community because i t ' s the

8

civic center,

9

empowerment to do what i t is.

You gonna get $50,000 to do the
I

don't think this has been thought

understand the Deputy.

She brings

but if we're going to make a

then let's give the agency

If you read the statute,

10

Chairman.

if you read the

11

authorization that created this agency,

it is

12

a

13

establishment.

14

including the ability to take on debt.

15

you know,

16

regarding financing,

17

the dime.

18

we're not giving i t the resources to do its

19

job,

20

Chairman.

21

still talking about one damn parking lot

22

project that never got built yet.

23

in this project,

24

be a County project.

25

It's got to take care of County needs

super agency by definition and
It has unbelievable powers,
So,

that's close to Council powers
and yet i t cannot get off

So either we're holding i t back or

but we need to make up our mind,
That will be sad in 10 years we

Chairman,

And the key

is that i t ' s got to

It's County property.
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1

and then let's get going.

you know,

we

2

keep getting plans of what we don't want,

we

3

get options of what we don't want,

4

keeps coming up in our faces,

5

built.
You know,

6

But,

but yet it

so it never gets

I don't know what happens with

7

Administrations.

They must take one forgetful

8

pill, because Mr. Mateo is right,

9

how we forget.

interesting

And they're supposed to remind

10

the Council of policies or requirements of

11

ordinances so that we are ensuring that we

12

make the right decisions on agreements or

13

standards of policies to be put in place.

14

we forget one with Pioneer Mill.

15

Administration they forgot there was a

16

Condition of Zoning so they put in a

17

departmental request to build a bridge over

18

lao that's a Condition of Zoning on a private

19

development.

20

remember what the departments are required to

21

perform,

Last

Why are we the ones having to

Chairman?

You know,

22

Now

Department,

this last one I have an issue

23

with,

is with projects under

24

25,000.

25

purchase order for this type of work instead

Corp. Counsel has agreed to go by
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of regular contracts,

1

2

MS.

SUYAMA:

please?

My understanding is there are

provisions that allow you to go through

3

purchase order if it's less than a certain
5

amount.

6

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

MS.

SUYAMA:

Uh-huh,

And because it was three small projects

8

that were proposed,

9

Department took.

10

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

format,
SUYAMA:

I understand that.

that's the avenue that the

Just a standard purchase order

Deputy?

12

MS.

Yes.

13

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Again,

Chairman,

you know,

we

14

must have forgotten,

we dealt with the

15

purchase order situation with Parks

16

Department.

17

contracts that would have required appropriate

18

provisions in the contract to take care of

19

both the service provider,

20

County.

21

through that purchase,

22

our job, which was a tree trimming project,

23

Chairman,

24

fell down at the same time and we got stuck

25

with an unbelievable claim, because of one

We did not go through one regular

the vendor,

and the

And if the Committee has forgotten
because we didn't do

the tree and the tree trimmer both
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1

damn purchase order format,

2

care of the contracts that are required to

3

take care of everyone's concerns and

4

protection appropriately.
What are we moving to,

5

and we didn't take

process of

6

convenience than what is required to take care

7

of the interest of the County?

8

will be the dividing line of how this Council

9

and this Administration is going to view money

10

and policies.
I'm done at this time,

11

12
13

14
15

I guess this

Chairman.

you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you,

Member Hokama.

Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

Chair, when will we be

16

discussing like the General Plan update?

17

that okay now?

18
19

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Yeah,

Is

right now we're in the

operation side.

20

Members,

21

So go ahead,

22

Thank

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

the Chair is aware of the time.
Member Baisa.

Okay.

I'm looking at the

23

budget for the General Plan update,

and it's

24

on page 14-1 of OUr Budget Details.

And I'm

25

concerned because I noticed that we're asking
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1

for

2

sure we have enough money to complete whatever

3

we need to do this budget year.

4

MR.

$100,000 in this budget.

HUNT:

I

want to make

Director?

The $100,000 would be to cover several

5

different projects.

6

to go to the Maui Island Plan.

7

requested some public involvement,

8

outreach,

9

i t would also go to initiating the Hana

A portion of i t would be
The GPAC has

and that costs money.

some public

A portion of

10

Community Plan.

11

would probably be used for contingency,

12

unforeseen costs,

13

up that we need to respond to.

14

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

15
16

And then a portion of i t

unforeseen issues that corne

And you feel

that the hundred

thousand dollars is sufficient?
MR.

HUNT:

Well,

we would certainly love more,

17

given the budget and the economy,

18

to

19

and try and make due.

20

but

we've got

we've got to tighten our purse strings

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

My concern is that this is

21

probably one of the most important things

22

that's going on in this County,

23

General Plan.

24

it like we need water.

25

and we need things that are current and

is this

We need -- we need it.

We need

We need some guidance
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1

approved so that we can make decisions based

2

on it.

3

because,

4

need to make adjustments,

5

them now.

So I don't want us to be held back
well,

we can't afford it.

And if we

we better talk about

One of the adjustments that I want to

6
7

propose is that I am dismayed personally as a

8

resident and a mother and a hostess that we

9

get 25 volunteers in a situation where we do

10

not,

11

it's kind of sad that we don't provide any

12

kind of refreshments for them.

13

to say we start at 5:00 and go to 9:00 so we

14

don't provide anything,

15

and it happens during the dinner hour and it's

16

really inconvenient.

17

I feel,

accommodate their needs.

I think

And yeah,

cool

but it's a long time

So I wish that we could somehow include

18

some money here to take care of some kind of a

19

meal or refreshment allowance,

20

members complain about it a lot.

21

they don't complain directly at the meeting,

22

speak with many of them and I hear it,

23

they don't feel that it's fair.

24

normally provide meals for our commissions

25

that is have all day things,

Chair.

And the

Although

and

You know,

and I

think we
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1

should take better care of these folks.

2

They're donating hundreds of dollars of

3

expertise to the County.

4

least we can do.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

6

point.

7

MR.

HUNT:

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

9

MR.

HUNT:

Could I

I

think that's the

Thank you, Member Baisa.

Good

respond just briefly?
Sure.

We agree that the GPAC in particular

deserves some kind of a

10
11

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

12

MR.

HUNT:

Something.

nourishment,

support,

We're -

whatever you

13

want to phrase it.

14

stuck with dealing with an existing policy

15

that I believe the Administration promulgated

16

to cover all the commissions.

17

host of commissions the Administration has to

18

support,

19

across the board,

20

so that we don't have to feed every commission

21

on every meeting,

22

and that's where the policy came up about if

23

you're working on both sides of a meal,

24

we'll provide that meal.

25

pointed at the GPAC.

and I

excuse me,

we're

There's a whole

think they were looking at it
what's a reasonable policy

where do you draw the line,

then

And so it's not

It was a policy that was
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1

adopted looking at all the commissions and how

2

do we reasonably support them.

3

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

I am aware of that policy.

4

Unfortunately,

I don't think it's appropriate.

5

The GPAC is an unusual group.

6

working for us now for months and months and

7

will continue,

8

months and months,

9

a way to treat volunteers.

excuse me,
and I

They have been

to work for us for
just don't think it's
You know,

it's so

10

hard to get talented,

11

over and over and over,

12

comfortable.

13

don't know how we go about changing that

14

policy.

15

setting money aside,

16

might help the policy lighten up.

l7

busy people to a table

I'm sorry,

just don't feel

I disagree and I

One of the things we're doing here is

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

so if we have money,

The Water Use and

19

Development Committees,

20

does provide some refreshments.

21
22
23
24

25

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

the Water Department

Thank you,

Chair.

those meetings and we're well fed.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

it

Thank you.

Just a comment.

18

and I

I attend
Thank you.

Thank you.

Members,

any more questions?

Member

Hokarna.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman,

I can appreciate the

2

Department's request for a permit fee study

3

and resources for that,

4

Department,

5

ordinances for your Department as well as

6

others.

7

recommended to Council to set it if you,

8

what we've heard earlier regarding the

9

justification for this request,

so my question for the

we already have permit fees in our

So how was those fees set or
from

is that you

10

folks are going to be able to then be able to

11

match up,

12

a dollar value on it so you could have an

13

appropriate free proposal for us.

14

the Department approached it in the past since

15

you already have fees established for various

16

parts of the Department?

17

MS.

SUYAMA:

I guess,

the time and effort and put

To be honest,

So how has

it wasn't -- it wasn't

18

based upon any study or input of actual cost.

19

It was basically a one time -- you know,

20

County asked how can we,

21

the fees.

22

costs.

23

considered,

24

to $125,000,

25

from 100 -- 125 to 500,000,

you know,

the

increase

So we based it upon construction

So we said if you did fees that were
like for the CZM,

minor permits up

it was a minimal fee.

Anything

so we just
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1

basically got some breakdowns in terms of

2

construction costs and we maxed it out.

3

know,

4

million dollars,

5

fee.

6

we've been using that for several years.

7

none of these impact -- fees were ever based

8

upon what is the actual cost that the County

9

incurs when we process these applications.

at a maximum project,

You

which was several

you would pay this maximum

And that was to increase revenues,

and
But

10

And there has been some talk from certain

11

individuals in -- you know,

12

applicants sometimes as to why some of the

13

fees are so expensive,

14

it based upon,

15

well,

16

the Department.

17

and,

when you deal with

you know,

what is

and basically we just say,

these are fees that were established for

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I would just ask the two

18

of you as our senior managers,

you might want

19

to have a chat with Finance.

20

specifically our DMV division continually

21

updates,

22

current information of how they've allocated

23

time and resources to come up with a dollar

24

value unit consideration for us that for this

25

component,

Finance,

I

know,

and they come with us with very

this is what it's worth.

And,
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know,

I'm not too sure if they went outside.

2

Possibly they went outside to a consultant,

3

but you might want to chat with them, because

4

we are aware that another Department has put

5

forth updates in the calculations of how to

6

come up with a fee structure that is

7

recognizing your effort and your cost as a

8

Department for certain services or

9

requirements.

So that would be my suggestion.

But in it,

10

though,

I would hope -

11

me ask so that I don't have to hope,

12

it's going to be there.

13

also to review the whole program area?

14

bring it up because when Council established

15

the plan permit review fee structure,

16

at that time help with at that time,

17

their bottleneck of processing permits,

18

these fees was set up to be collected by the

19

Department to assist the Department in doing

20

administrative adjustments,

21

personnel or not,

22

And so I would ask is that part of the study's

23

parameters that you're going to be looking at?

24

25

MS.

SUYAMA:

I

let
know

Part of this study is
And I

was to
again,
and

whether it be with

to relieve the bottlenecks.

We would look at our whole Department

in terms of not only the permits that are
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1

processed by the Planners, but the permits

2

that are being processed through our

3

bUilding

4

Division in terms of the building permits and

5

the zoning applications.

6

we don't charge right now.

7

your building permit,

8

provide the public with the zoning

9

confirmation forms or the business license

our Zoning and Enforcement

I mean,

some things

Like to review

there is no charge.

10

forms,

11

you know,

12

occupancies.

13

permit fee study,

14

Department that if there's a need to establish

15

a plans review or a permit review process,

16

much would that cost in terms of the time that

17

it takes our people to review these

18

applications,

19

building permits,

20

to review the larger commercial projects,

21

know,

22

schedule.

23

SUYAMA:

So when we're looking at this
we're looking at the whole

how

especially like in terms of
how long it takes to take you

and setting up some kind of fee

in the Code,
MS.

The same thing with,

processing certificate of

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

24
25

we do not charge.

To

Yeah,
right,

but we have that already
Deputy?

I think you have it for the -
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1

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

That land permit fee.

2

MS.

For --

3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MS.

5

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

SUYAMA:

SUYAMA:

Yeah.

Review fee?

For Public Works,

And that is supposed to help

6

out,

7

get an approval -- well,

8

get a decision.

9

10

MS.

again,

SUYAMA:

right.

the bottleneck of time it took to
I take that back,

to

Right.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Not every decision is an

11

approval,

12

what we need to know is if those fees enacted

13

are still applicable today and are they really

14

being used for the intent of the legislative

15

act.

Because if it is just to keep status

16

quo,

then obviously that two we had thought

17

was going to relieve bottlenecks isn't

18

happening and we need to make an appropriate

19

adjustments.

20

broad enough to encompass those things that I

21

believe is pertinent within this study area.

22

MS.

SUYAMA:

so to get a decision.

And for us

So I'm hoping the study would be

So you're looking at expanding the

23

study to include the Department of -- the

24

Development Services Administration who

25

currently has the plans reviews fees?
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1

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Unless you can tell us why it

2

shouldn't be a part of -- because when we get

3

the calls of I submitted my plans six months

4

ago.

5

to review and sign off yes or no or this and

6

that,

7

go through the computer,

8

the Department, what's the issue,

9

problem,

I can't even get the first plan reviewer

you know.

And then for us,

you know,

we make the calls to
is there a

might be simply i t ' s an incomplete

10

application.

11

awaiting the Applicant to turn in this,

12

this information to us so we can process,

13

know,

14

MS.

SUYAMA:

we

We're not processing.

We're
this,
you

things like that.
I

think if you wanted to expand to go

15

beyond just the Department,

16

estimation of the $50,000 that I got from the

17

current division was for our Department fee

18

schedule.

19

that you want to include DSA into the process

20

and they have a lot more permit fees probably

21

than we do,

22

to fund the study.

23

because the

Now if you're going to expand it

that probably will not be enough

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I

would ask that you

24

think about it,

whether it makes sense for us

25

to look at a multiple Departmental study,
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1

because you've been here almost as long

2

just as long as I have, Ms.

3

basic end run is Planning is going to point to

4

Public Works,

5

point to Planning,

6

because it's always the other guy that's not

7

doing their part.

8

ways that we can look at it comprehensively,

9

it makes sense,

and the

Public Works is going to go
and nothing gets resolved

So we just trying to find

and that we can make good

adjustments to whatever policy we --

10
11

Suyama,

MS.

SUYAMA:

A comprehensive study would be the more

12

efficient use of funding,

13

into account all of the fee schedules for,

14

know,

15

it may be the start of having people update

16

their fee schedule.

17

every Department,

18

schedules

are looking at

19

a d

ow,

o

the various departments.

you

suggestions to
VICE-CHAI

OKAMA:
We

MS.

23

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

24
25

And,

you

you know,

Because I'm not sure if

when asked about the fee
t

sugges ing

comprehensively
rna

i

g

he Cou c

o e

ast -

ave

22

S

and it would take

Yeah,

one last question

Didn't the Department,

Chair.

your Department

people do one that was supposed to review the
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1

Code too,

2

of comprehensive review,

3

jurisdictional requirements under Planning?

4

MS.

SUYAMA:

the Maui County Code and some kind
including the type of

We have the -- you funded the

Comprehensive Zoning Code update.

5
6

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

MS.

SUYAMA:

Right.

And that one is what's being advertised

8

for a

consultant,

and i t ' s scheduled for the

9

opening bid on April 30th.

So as part of that

10

comprehensive update to the Code,

11

at,

12

user friendly format to make i t easier,

13

well as looking at ways

14

one thing,

that.

16

change -

17
18

reformatting the Code to a more

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MS.

i t ' s looking

Took me 30 years

as

for understand

You gonna tell me you're gonna

SUYAMA:

Well,

you know,
ic

friendly to the p

i t ' s not really
you know

a d the e's

9

PIa

ers to use

o

Co

h s been done hap az
inconsisten ies

ithi

-

d Y

even for
beca se t

e

tee's a

t

e

Code la

e

updated stu

0

age

21

o

22

and that s

23

you know

24

amending portions of the Code that needs to be

25

changed.

at part of t
to provide

is

as well as to start
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VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you,

Deputy.

2

Thank you,

Director.

3

Thank you,

Chairman.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Member Baisa.

5
6

Thank you.

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

One more quick question while

7

we re talking about studies.

8

important,

9

traffic impact fee study,

I think it's

and then maybe we re done,
you know,

but the

we've been

10

trying to work on this and every time we do,

11

we run into a wall that says we need a better

12

assessment study.

13

the time that we should take a look at that.

14

I don't see it anywhere in here.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

16

MR.

MR.

Department?

I ' l l defer to John Summers,

SUMMERS:
t

o

Director?

our

Long-Range Planning Division head

17
18

HUNT:

So I'm wondering if this is

Thank you

Mr.

Chair.

This would be

e appropria e time to address t
at's someth n

e Co n

at

he quest on

is issue
a ts to

2

move forwar

22

d scussed earlier t

23

whether it would be handled through the

24

Planning Department or the Department of

25

Public Works.

t

at

as I

reca

a

as
was
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COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

I for one would like to have

2

it handled.

3

folks know more about these things than I do

4

administratively where it would fit better,

5

wherever you decide,

6

try to get it put in there,

7

into this wall every time we bring it up.

8

What are your thoughts?

9

MR.

I don't have a preference.

Generally I

SUMMERS:

I'm willing to

because we run

think it would probably be

better handled through the Department of

11

Public Works,

12

participation,

13

implementing the program.

14

from our Planning Committee discussions,

15

have a study that's been prepared.

16

move forward with that study,

17

do or we don't,

18

process of updating this study.

19

be

20

co ti
COUNCI

with having Planning Department
since we would have a role in

or ant if we wa t

ISA:

a

d

s

so ma

e we

23

them.

Okay.

Tank you

25

Thank you,
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

recall
we do

We can

but whether we

we do need to be in the

22

24

And as I

to mo e forwa

MBER

so

you know,

10

ery i

You

So it would

to have
the

Wl

's over

e ter discuss
Mr.

rog am.
Public
is w th

Summers.

Chair.

Thank you,

Member Baisa.
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1

like a ping-pong ball.
Member Mateo.

2
3

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman,

thank you very much.

4

And Ms.

Baisa brings up a real interesting

5

subject to me,

6

kind of familiar at this point because it was

7

the Department that initially told us that

8

there was no need for an assessment study

9

because the Department had all of the updated

an assessment study.

That's

10

studies they needed to provide Council with

11

updated information.

12

but,

13

just needed to throw in a little comment on

14

that.

Chairman,

Perhaps we're all wrong,

that wasn't my question.

My question is to the Department,

15

I

and

16

they can provide us a response in writing,

17

that would be relative to the Molokai Planner,

18

a one woman show on Molokai that provides a

19

o

ot of the services
omm ssion and
is vir

0

ally over

0

both

0

the

anning

ge eral commu
elmed at th s
it

and

S e

t

oi t

beca se

22

the community conti ues to

23

woman on Molokai.

24

no additional support for her on Molokai that

25

can help her alleviate some of the pressures

0

this one

And there has been really
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that she's going through in responding to some

2

of our community's concerns.
So because we have positions here on

3
4

this island that continue to stay vacant,

I'm

5

hoping the Department continue to take a

6

at how to best provide the services to your

7

Planner on our island that needs the support.

8

She's not getting the support.

9

provide her those support and I'd like to get

look

So please

10

some kind of a response from the Department

11

scheduling or providing information as to when

12

there's an inclination that you will at least

13

provide her with the clerical support

14

necessary on that island.
Thank you,

15
16

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

17

MR.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

9

20
1

MR.

Thank you.

Chairman,

HUNT:

Chairman.

could I

Go ahead

Sure.

Member Mateo

H

i

at

actua

0

Mr.

Hunt.

what we re tryin

address the situa io
reco n ze t

respond just briefly?

o

iVlo okai.

s

We

an er

ce we p t a

to do

0

e

sta ted to ge erate a

ot

22

there

23

more public interest.

24

they will come kind of idea.

25

we're looking at is to provide an upgrade of

You know

build i t

The ideas that
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1

the duties of the clerical position who works

2

under her that's on the island right now.

3

We're also looking at trying to get our

4

inspectors over there on a more regular basis.

5

We've been meeting would ZIAD regarding

6

that.

7

Vice-Chair,

8

ago,

9

improve that situation.

We also met with the Chair and the
I

believe i t was a week or two

regarding their ideas on how we can also

10

address the situation.

11

work,

I

So we are trying to
It does need further

agree with you.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you,

Thank you.

Mr.

Director.

Maybe some of these

14

vacancies should move to Molokai where,

15

know,

you don't have many movements.
One question that I

16

you

17

the permit fee

18

short answer

study,

0

have in regards to

you know,

this one here.

9

Departme

ever take a

o

third pa

review do

look at
some of

give me a
Have the

o

ow

a

0

ermi ti g review
2

UNT:

That was a

s

ggestio

at last b

et,

23

we met with a third-party review company out

24

of Oahu,

25

had -- they had a

and in discussing with them,
response that,

they

first of all,
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1

they're not that interested in zoning,

because

2

zoning requires a lot of interpretation of

3

code and precedent,

4

interested in building permit where it's

5

quantifiable

6

other comment they made is they're not really

7

interested in small, manini projects,

8

to get rid of backlog of simple building

9

permits.

and they're more

it's easy to distinguish.

The

helping

They want the big -- the big prizes.

10

It brings them more -- brings them more

11

publicity, more glamor,

12

money because of the permit fees.

13

didn't really seem to be applicable to the

14

Planning Department.

15

other departments it may be more applicable,

16

and I'm not sure what the outcome of the

17

conversation was.

18
9

o

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

and,

frankly,

more

So it

I believe some of the

Thank you.

Thank you for that

es onse.
e

ers f

a

ons i

more ques

on Prog am?

2

to Administra

22

questions to the Grant Revenues

23

covered with us much earlier?

24

If you have more questions,

25

it to the Chairman so we can get some response

f

ot

rega ds
an

whic

Seeing none.

if you can forward
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1

from the Department.

2

At this time the Chair would like to

3

thank Mr.

4

here.

Hunt as well as Ms.

Thank you.
This meeting is in recess until 2:00

5
6

this afternoon.

7

RECESS:

8

RECONVENE:

9

10

Suyama for being

Recess.

(Gavel).

12:30 p.m.
2:06 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

(Gavel)

The Budget and Finance

Committee meeting is now reconvened.
Members,

11

we do have the Department of

12

Transportation with us this afternoon.

13

Members,

14

proposed bill,

15

pages 20-1 to 20-7,

16

pages 18-1 to 18-9.

17

as a

18

meeting toni

19

Cen er to rece ve test mony from t e P a a

o

ai

if you can turn to page 11 of your
and on your Program Budget,

reminder,

a
0,

and on your Budget Details
Members,

just,

you know,

we do have a public hearing
t

at 6:00 at the Paia Community

ka ao a ea.

art of
Membe s

a

t

is

e Ch

22

would like to call

23

Before I

24

want to introduce the Members of the

25

Department of Transportation.

0

calIon the Bu

he Bu

et Di ector.

et Director

I

just

We do have
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1

Mr. Medeiros and Mr.

2

MR.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Good afternoon.

comments,

4
5

MEDEIROS:

MR.

PABLO:

Boteilho.

Budget Director,

opening

overview.

Thank you,

Chair Pontanilla.

6

afternoon,

7

very short overview,

8

you should have a booklet prepared by the

9

Department of Transportation,

10

Members.

Good

I'm just going to give a
because right before you

which answers

all of the questions we have on the overview.
For the Department of Transportation,

11
12

the Program Budget is divided into two types

13

of funding,

14

Highway Fund,

15

Administration Program and some operational

16

costs comes out of the General Fund,

17

operations also are corning out of the Highway

18

Fund.

o

9
0

n

0

er

one is a General Fund and a
as you can see there.

page 2
ew

0

e'

give

e Admin s

and then

a summar

o

a

The

0

or

Pro ram,

2

t e e you

L

r;

emplo ees.

23

requested by the Department.

24

increase is in the operational costs of 1.2

25

million,

an

ave s laries and wages for f ve
No expansion posit

0

s are bein

The major

and you'll see later in this handbook
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a breakdown of that cost.

1

In the Transportation Highway overview

2

3

on page 3,

again,

the major item is in

4

operations for 1.5 million,

5

this booklet prepared by the Department of

6

Transportation it also explains each of the

7

major items that makeup this amount.

and,

again,

in

So I ' l l give that over to Director Don

8
9

Medeiros and Deputy Director Wayne Boteilho to

10

answer any of your questions on these amounts.

11

Thank you.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

13

MR.

MEDEIROS:

Okay,

Director Medeiros.

Good afternoon,

Members.

Thank you

14

for allowing us to present our budget to you

15

today.

16

who have decided to use transportation as

17

their options,

18

on behalf of the over 150 employees and

19

drivers tha

On behalf of the thousands of folks

a k

20

effe t
2

23

o

n

takes to

i

ver

0

and that number is growing,

mue

e Co

n this system
g

o

t

of

and

u

s

ado

o

e is

n

IV1a u

I

am pleased to announce that in its

24

second year of operation,

by February we have

25

already exceeded our passenger loading from
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1

the previous fiscal year,

2

900,000 boardings.

3

over 1.3 million boardings at the end of this

4

fiscal year in June,

5

55 percent increase on the Maui Bus system.

At this rate,

we estimate

which is about a

As of February,

6

logging over

over a half million

7

dollars in fare revenue has been taken in.

8

this rate,

9

estimate over $800,000,

by the end of fiscal year we

10

17 percent increase will

11

rate will occur.

12

At

or approximately
-

fare box recovery

For the commuter service that was funded

13

last year by the Council,

14

to announce that this service is running ahead

15

of schedule.

16

boardings to be logged,

17

increase.

18

Year

9

07

again,

we're pleased

We expect over 120,000 commuter
which is a

50 percent

We have already surpassed Fiscal
which was 60 000 boardings.

a erage operat

cost

s no

down t

The
3.

5

10

°
21

wh

22

chang ng

23

and the transportation services that you have

24

put in place as a way of bridging the economic

25

times that we face.

s

So

5

ent

ower t

ou can see wit

a
t

sca

ea

e eco omy

people are looking to mass transit
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If you will allow me,

1

Chair,

2

briefly run through our handout,

3

orient the Committee,

4

the questions.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

6

MR.

MEDEIROS:

just to

and then we can get into

Go ahead.

Thank you.

If you open the folder

7

up,

8

table of contents for the Members.

9

would kindly go to tab number 2,

on that first page we

i t s basically a

10

number 2,

11

the Maui Bus passenger counts.

12

snapshot from July

13

growth of the system,

14

that.

15

routes,

16

how each particular service,

17

service is running.

18

o

2

the first chart that you will see is

+L

e

0

ceo
e

It's

'06 to February

just a

'08 of the

helps to demonstrate

'.AlOuld bring to

here's a bottom t

se

and in tab

this gives the Members a

T

t

If you

The next presentation is the -- by

..L

9

I'd like to

c

t

se

We'

be ta

try service

fixed route

our atte tion the
ere

ree
e

snapshot of

and
i

wo of
e

0

a

s

c
e

l i t t e bi

because

t

are
e
about

as to do

23

with a bu

et increase we re asking for

24

we're working on trying to redesign the Kihei

25

Villager service to be more productive.
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The next page titled Public Transit

1
2

Ridership Commuter,

3

and how that service is moving along through

4

the various areas of the community.
If you recall,

5

shows the commuter service

we added four extra

6

routes,

one which was from Kihei to the west

7

side of the island,

8

to the west side of the island,

9

from Central to the west side of the island.

another one from Upcountry
and two more

10

So now we have the majority of the service

11

goes to the west side; however,

12

couple of routes,

13

west side and another one that will bring

14

folks from Central and then run them down to

15

South Maui to try to bridge that gap,

16

especially within the times of high gas

17

prices.

9

one from south side to the

ext presentation is an overall shot

The

18

of the entire sys em by rou e

o

o

there are a

y

to

Sf

e

a d

by mo th

cou se

creases.

o

with

g ap
the

2

chart sowing t

22

right-hand side

23

gives you the daily average

24

understand what's sort of going on on a given

25

day.

the last column in yellow
ki d of helps you

So for the month of February,

you'll see
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1

a little over 4,000 boardings per day in the

2

system.

3

rise the rest of the year.

And we expect this to continue to

The next chart is a chart that we've

4

5

provided before,

and it

-

the Council

6

Committee has really liked this,

7

top section are the MEO programs by program,

8

how they're doing the funding rate,

9

half are the Robert's programs,

and so the

the bottom

which is the

10

fixed route program and the commuter program,

11

and how the costs are running to the County of

12

Maui.
On tab 3 is the Lahaina Villager bus

13

This is a new route that

14

proposed route.

15

we'll be talking about a little bit more,

16

this is the routing through town that will

17

connect the residential areas with the town

18

center.

The

9

for tha

program that

o

d.

o

and

ext one is a proposed routing

e

e

o e

a e

a

t

you'

he
a

countr
ku Isla der,

ro

22

Rou e

whic

23

however

2

in those areas.

25

to double that service to bring those down so

45

Of

e

1 be ab e

Is ander,

1

e

e ho e

are curre tly in ser ice

these buses operate every three hours
So what we're looking for is
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1

the buses will operate every hour and a half

2

between those areas.

3

better connectivity and the convenience of the

4

hour and a half headways,

5

will definitely increase to serve those rural

6

neighborhoods.

7

So we feel

that with the

that the ridership

The last piece on that -- on that are

8

the Upcountry and the Haiku Islander,

the

9

routes that we are looking to implement.

And

10

the routes that are highlighted in yellow are

11

the new routes that we're asking for funding

12

for.

13

of the Maui Bus fixed-route system,

14

your information,

15

at some point in time.

16

MEO Program.

17

this fiscal year and how their services are

18

going and the passenger trips.

hey re at the

levels

a f

9

0
2

e

Section 4 is just the breakout by routes
just for

as you may want to turn to
Tab number 5 is the

This provides the first half of

hey s o l

be at at the

of t

e

r.
T e ne

c ar

how each program

100

is a
s

c

snapshot

in relat on

0

--

0

on a

23

chart as an eye catcher.

24

spare bus ratio for the MEO buses.

25

the request is for expansion for bus purchase.

The next one is a
Part of
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1

This

just kind of tells you what's going on in

2

MEO today and what that all means.
Under number 6,

3

the Executive Director

4

from MEO spoke a

little bit this morning.

5

This is their proposed transportation center

6

project and some detailed information on that.
Number 7 is the helicopter ambulance

7

8

service which is funded through our Department

9

in conjunction with a partnership with State

10

of Hawaii,

11

they originated from and the snapshot here,

12

again,

13

identifies what type of service was performed.

14

The first one is scene transport.

15

they have to physically go and pick up someone

16

who is injured at a site somewhere other than

17

a hospital.

18

t

9
(I

v

e

and i t shows the flights and where

for your purview.

The next page

And the next piece is

in er fac lity transports

recal
e

has go e
t

f

a

if you

own sign fica tly since the

ther fi
t

which

i

e

-w
u c

g air
re t

ce
e

2

car ie

22

rea ly do n

23

is to perform scene transports in our rural

24

county of Maui.

25

So

That means

ser ice

what i t was designed to do,

On Item 8 we were here a

couple of
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1

months ago with our bus stop planning project.

2

At that time we didn't have the cost

3

estimates,

4

cost estimates for that with what we see today

5

as needing in the near future.

so these are the -- sort of the

The next is just the eIP worksheet,

6

and then under number 9 we -- if

7

worksheets,

8

we have time we can talk about this a bit.

9

thought we'd show this to you.

This is a

10

study,

that recall

11

way back in 2003 there was sort of the

12

visionary piece as to would a

13

system possibly work on Maui.

for some of you Members,

And lastly,

14

back,

16

pamphlets of information.

are the bus schedules and some other

So at this time I'd like to ask you to

17

19

fixed route

stuck in the cover in the

15

18

We

turn to tab 1
n

our big bu

o

0

and t

e

first pieces of it are

et binder.
t

What we have done
ex

e

e

t

2

shows

22

all out to follow your bu

23

in the page number that s associated to your

24

budget and the index code by program so i t

25

would be easier to follow with a description

he Mau

B s

on there

e'
et.

e b oken it
And we've put
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of what i t all means.

1

Would you like me,

2

Chair Pontanilla,

to

3

kind of run through this right now and then we

4

can go to questions possibly?

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

6

MR.

MEDEIROS:

Okay

go ahead.

All right.

The first one is salaries

7

and wages,

which the Budget Director mentioned

8

to you.

9

positions that we were given,

We have no new positions.

10

much,

11

far as equipment is concerned,

12

replace a Xerox machine.

13

are filled and folks

thank you very

are at work.

Under the General Fund,

we

i t ' s -- let me

run down the list.

15

Executive Director for MEO was here,

16

talked about some of these,

17

MEO and then head to these other
hese other items tha

19

Department or the

20

e

rd

l

we're

this morning the
sort of

so I ' l l skip the
some of

--

are fostered by the
Bus se

ice.

P of ss

em do

a

we're aski g for

Ser ices

22

$60 050

23

Senator Inouye and the concern for Federal

24

ongoing Federal money to predominantly buy

25

buses and infrastructure for the Maui Bus

h

s

is a

at

0

21

and

ooki

As

just need to

14

18

Now,

Our

the direct on of
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1

operation.
The funding,

2

Chair Hokama,

as you know,

particularly,

3

you,

with Federal funding is

4

tough,

5

the County,

6

Transportation in the County,

7

presence in Washington via the services of a

8

lobbying group to keep our issues in front of

9

Congress,

and Senator felt that if we could have
and particularly Department of
could have a

he would help us with that and this

10

would help to,

he feels,

to garner support for

11

our system as we go along.

12

The next item,

we're asking for $200,000

13

for matching money for Federal 5309 money to

14

purchase equipment.

15

what that amount is at this point,

16

confident that this 200 will be enough to

17

match that.
The ne t

18
19

erat

s

0

ng

t

We're not exactly sure

page

but we feel

r General Fund

e third i

em down

bus stop

20

plan

2

abo

2

decreasing.

23

That should be completed by July of this year

24

and we'll be bringing that to the Council

25

shortly thereafter.

d

s

g

e

Ie

a

- we're ac ually

a

We're not aski g fo

an th

g.

We'll be working with
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1

Member Baisa's Planning Committee to bring

2

that forth to you.
The next one is the bus stop signage for

3
4

the Maui Bus,

and we're -- we're just moving

5

it around a little.

6

General Fund and then 50 000 in the Highway

7

Fund.

8

Highway Fund into the General Fund.

9

Therefore,

There s 50 000 in the

We'd like to move the 50,000 from the

under Operations,

Highway Fund,

10

that second item is a negative because it

11

would stick back up there in the previous one.

12

Under Operations,

Highway Fund,

the

13

Public Transit Program,

14

increase of one and a half million dollars,

15

and that increase would be due to a little

16

over $400,000 for doubling the Upcountry-Haiku

17

Islander service and about $330,000 to add a

18

new Lahai a Villager service.

19

mentione

20

22

c

I

short of

hat a little bit pre io s

not er $800 000
pub

we're looking at an

rans t

n gene

os s

y

o

and
he

operat

We did go out to b d for this ser ice

23

as we need to comply with Federal regulations.

24

We had two bidders,

25

between the two bidders was about $63,000,

and the price difference
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1

when you're talking about a $6 million bid.

2

We felt that that was pretty good.
The next piece there -- and I ' l l just

3

4

mention it right now.

5

you want to,

6

are earmarked for the Federal monies that we

7

would anticipate coming in for the operations

8

for bus procurement

9

transportation assistance.

Chair -- are the Federal monies

which is a 5309 and the

The next item,

10

We can discuss it when

I

know Budget Director is

11

sending this down,

12

discuss it at this time,

13

housekeeping revision to the fares

14

transit in the Maui Bus,

15

a little simpler to read,

16

of

17

and if you want to discuss that.

to how we can make it
and that is one

e look ng for.

austere th
b

2

for public

that's basically our proposal,

what we'

20
2

but we have kind of a

and when

So at this time that s the overview of

l8
19

-

and you may not want to

we fee

e

ear",

tha

We!re kind of

ogr

e tai

to assist our communi y

o

Wl

ne

eep ng
s

s a e needed

h the r

23

transportation needs

especially with the

24

rising cost in fuel.

Thank you very much.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you,

Mr. Medeiros.
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Members,

1

any questions to the

2

Department's overview in regards to the

3

Department of Transportation?

4

of the Administration program first.

5

with Member Mateo.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman,

Mr. Medeiros,

7

We'll take care
We'll go

thank you very much.

thank you for the

8

information.

Thank you for the overview.

9

still amazed that five people in this

I

10

Department can provide the caliber of needed

11

services,

so congratulations on that.

In looking through some of the

12
13

performance measures,

14

that kind of caught my eye,

15

items in particular are those two items that

16

we kept hearing about as we went through

17

different districts.

18

Dialysis Hana Program and the other was the

19

Mau

20

t

Adul

I

0

is a consider
on i

was
Ie

te hi

de

23

reductions is based on?

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

25

MR.

MEDEIROS:

and if these two

Because i
a

then

'08

here

educ ion or expec ed

2

'09.

few

One was primarily the

Day Care Program.

e projec

c

know there's a

Ca

you

e 1 us w a

Department?

One second.
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1

CHAIR PONTANILLA:
your Program.

2
3

Both of them are shown on 20-4 on

MR.

MEDEIROS:

The dialysis program for Hana ,

Okay.

4

I believe what MEO was trying to look at when

5

they did that -- yes,

6

was is there was some confusion last year

7

because i t looked as though there weren t

8

that there weren't that many people running

9

it.

I

okay,

I

got it.

think we kept i t the same way.

What i t

-

Because

10

MEO counts -- tries to count only the dialysis

11

folks

12

between three and four.

13

reason the service was put into place by this

14

Council.

15

ride the bus,

16

Carroll's point was we need to service the

17

Hana dialysis,

18

community.

9

fi e

in Hana,

However,

da s

at are

But

and that's the

there are other people that

and at that time Councilmember

but we also need to add to the

So by doing that
of ser ice

o
t

of which that fluctuates

ou ts
ot

e

o t
0

e

her

al sis

i t now provided
Hana commu it

the

the folks

s

o

ru a

sh ttle

22

program

not under the dialysis program.

23

Because when we looked at the performance

24

measures,

25

and then there were these rides,

there were only a handful of people
so i t seemed
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1

like out of balance,

but that's how i t goes.

2

Now,

3

that,

4

counting the dialysis folks

5

riders.

that is probably why there's a change in
because in this one they're

just

and not the other

And the Adult Day Care Program,

6

and I

I

know

7

that that has been increasing,

think

8

that has to do as the centers are opening,

9

we did provide more money for that.

And I

10

believe -- I

11

the way the funding came through,

12

through the bottom one,

community

13

transportation program,

i t fell

14

category.

15

increase,

16

Program as they start putting new services

17

into effect with their new locations.

18

read one

9

o

o e
be

1

22

believe they added that because

So overall,

i t came

into that

the needs continue to

especially for the Adult Day Care

n the p

conju c

i

and

I

just

er where there should be

on with

ale Mahao u

hJ..le l '

i

eve,
I

ope I'

e a

fumbled around thro

swered that.
i

I

i

d of

apologize for

that.
24

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

No problem,

because you're

going to explain i t to me later on when you
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and I

1

can get together.

2

MR.

MEDEIROS:

3

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you,

Councilmember Mateo.

Thank you.

And please don't

forget.

4
5

MR.

MEDEIROS:

6

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

I

shall not.
Thank you.

I wanted to also,

7

then,

touch bases with you on two additional

8

routes that's important to my district,

9

that's the expanded rural shuttle Molokai and

and

10

the youth transportation Molokai.

11

because there is a notable increase in the

12

projections from

13

MEO right now is the only game in town that

14

provides the excellent services for our

15

community.

16

attachment in here MEDEIROS:

'08 and

Yes.

MR.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

-- tha

of ridersh p for bot
DEIROS.

20

COUNC

and as you know,

Do you have available -- the

17

19

'09,

And I guess

es

MBER MATEO:
ow

t

is the actual numbers

programs

0

Molo a ?

s

he actua

s .
Then

f

ethe

or

ha

2

wo Id

ou

23

usage

the size of the bus being used

24

there's

25

seats?

o

the e

s

f

ng
that

i t ' s a full bus or are there open
Because the current situation right
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1

now in our community,

2

increase in the utilization of the services,

3

primarily because at $4.36 for a gallon of gas

4

on Molokai,

5

service is going to become more and more

6

important to us.

7

MR.

MEDEIROS:

there's an expected

it's going to become

Yes,

the bus

in discussions with MEO they are

8

placing larger buses there,

and they either

9

have or they shortly will be putting a

10

40-passenger type school bus there that will

11

serve the youth and the rest of the community,

12

so they have -- right now they have a mix of

13

buses,

14

That's always the best way -- the most

15

economical way to address growth.

16

answer the last part of your question,

17

believe they do have open seats on some of the

18

buses ri

9

COUNCILMEMBER
as

20

but they're going into larger buses.

f

EIROS:
2

t

But to
I

now.
an

0:

yo

And las

y

IV!

deiros.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

I

knew that.

was

s

thinking of my question.

23

24

MR.

MEDEIROS:

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

I understand that.
Mr.

Medeiros,

I wanted to ask
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1

you,

you know,

one of your very popular routes

2

is your Kahului to Lahaina route,

3

bus picks up in the Maui Mall.

4

issues that we have heard from our local

5

commuters is the fact when the boat comes in,

6

they send their boat people to that bus stop

7

so they can pay a dollar and get to Lahaina

8

and do their -- do their visitor thing and

9

then return the route.

where the

One of the

And we've been told

10

that some of the locals end up stuck at the

11

bus stop because they're not as aggressive and

12

they're not as pushy,

13

you know,

who are we taking care of,

14

you know,

the purpose and the intent for our

15

residents who are paying the dollar for the

16

public transport,

17

part of the visitor industry need by paying

18

that same dollar versus relying on visitor

9

uld

2

22

MR. MEDE ROS:
actua 1

0

es

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

24

MR. MEDEIROS:

25

on modes?

prov de

comme

I would be happ

at Queen Kaahuma

23

is it,

or is it to take care of

ranspor a

e I guess

20

and the question was,

o.

It's

Cente

Okay.

-- that we're using as the hub,

last month -- no,

the month before
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1

was the last month that the third NCL ship

2

operated.

3

you now had a reduction of,

4

people.

5

and the ridership stats actually went up for

6

March.

So March was the first month where
what,

2,000

We just got the stats this morning

So March -- usually February

7

(indicating)

March tend

8

to

and it s going the other way.

9

So there are a certain amount of people that

f

10

do come from the ship,

and that is not a bad

11

thing,

12

which help us as a community to pay for this.

because they actually contribute fares,

The problem has been the success of this

13

14

service has garnered so many riders,

15

not had the large enough buses to do it.

16

that we have the larger buses,

17

we're not running into that as much.

8

ha e enou
getting them

20

ser

21

more com

2
23

24
25

nto -- tr

e as qu

hopeful

kl

as

g

ssi Ie.

Sho Id be in
b

Ju

st t

e

0

a

in
wil

Now

don't --

I

of the larger buses yet

19

we had

We don t
a d we're

them i
We
0

a e
ser

elp

to
ree

c
0

with t i s .
Sometimes we are -- our success is
crushing us.

For instance,

the new buses that
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1

we just got can carry more folks who use

2

wheelchairs.

3

you know,

it's a pendulum.

4

instance,

on one route last -- just last week,

5

in one hour that bus loaded and unloaded six

6

wheelchair folks and we try to make it faster

7

to do these things,

8

other people riding,

9

through that process,

And that's a good thing,
And so,

but,

for

and of course all the

And so,

but when you have to go
it does delay it a
you know,

we have

10

little bit.

11

successes and we have more successes,

12

that's why it's really helped to put the

13

reverse runs on those routes,

14

we're trying to get these new buses into

15

service as fast as we can.

16

new buses into service,

17

service.

18

19

Mr.

airma
PON ANI

23
24
25

But as we put the

ou

h

o

very much

Medei os.

20

2

and that's why

it also brings more

hank

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

and,

Than

o

Member Baisa
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:
Thank you,

Yes
Mr.

together information.

thank you
Medeiros,

Chair.
for well put

It always makes our job
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1

a lot easier,

and congratulations that you

2

have a full Staff.

3

often.

4

guess that's not as bad as having 900,

5

knowing you,

We don't hear that very

Of course you only have five,

you'd figure it out.

I

so I
but

know you.

I'm interested and want to talk a little

6
7

bit about this money that you feel that

8

Senator Inouye feels would be well spent on a

9

lobbyist.

I

am a big supporter of this kind

10

of expense.

11

this little island,

and much is happening on

12

the hill every day,

and it really makes a

13

difference.

14

had organizational representatives from

15

national organizations who were on the hill

16

advocating for us,

17

and they're very effective.

You know,

You know

18
9

You know,

we're here isolate on

when I was at MEO,

and I

h

k a

eas

know you know that,

MEO's program was supposed to

ha e been ki led many

20

we

o

o

ny

many years ago,

years ago.

g ting to stay alive t e e

I

e bee

21

f

22

because of the work of people I

23

are professional and know what they re doing

24

that these programs surv ve as well as

25

the Farm Worker program,

and it is
ke this who

like

year after year after
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1

year,

and instead of getting cuts,

2

increases.

get

So I think this would be money well

3
4

spent,

5

there are some excellent firms in Washington.

6

You're comments?

7

MR.

as long as we get the right firm,

MEDEIROS:

and

I wholeheartedly agree with you,

and

8

what the process would be is we would have to,

9

you know,

go through a procurement process for

10

this to happen.

11

strongly that this is something that would

12

behoove us to do,

13

that matter,

14

my compartment -- counterparts on the neighbor

15

islands,

16

of a lobbying firm in DC to help them with the

17

County in general.

18

to that j

19

system growing

(l
J

teau
s to do

2

You know,

the Mayor felt very

and so did the Senator,

and I've checked and I

on Kauai,

ncture

s go
a

found that

they retained the services

Big Island hasn't gotten
but being that we have the

a d I do
g

for

e

0

we

I

1

k
t

ere t

OiJ'J

e

0

ave to

t

0

ou know

procurement process a d

e

00

es

rou

e

do some

23

initial research and hopefully we 11 get what

24

we need.

25

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

Well,

you know,

i t ' s really
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1

important,

because the Federal money will

2

become more and more important as we grow,

3

it's more and more competitive.

4

know,

5

table

6

to be on the menu.

7

getting our share or even more than our share,

8

and a good lobbyist will do that for us.

9

congratulations.

And,

and

you

I've always said if you're not at the
you re on the menu

and we don't want

We want to be at the table

So

I think it's a wonderful

idea and I think we should pursue it.

10

The other thing was about the bus stop

11

12

planning.

13

Planning Committee to be put on the agenda as

14

soon as possible after budget,

15

unfortunately,

16

June,

17

we'll be able to accommodate you and you can

18

come

9

plans.

o

MEDE RO

21

OUNC

Yes,

Mr. Medeiros has asked the

but,

we are pretty much tight in

so probably it will be in July that

al

to the Plan i

n

22

phe omenal g owt

23

ever

24

very,

25

systems,

out your

ou.
An

E

g Committee

congra

a

0

n this program.

s for

he

Yo

know,

ere we go people appreciate the bus
very much,

both the public and the MEO

and we hear nothing but good comments
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1

and always a request for more,

2

have to grow this as much as we can afford,

3

but good work.

4

MR.

MEDEIROS:

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Thank you,

ma'am.

Thank you, Member Baisa.

Member Molina?

6
7

and we know you

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
Chairman,

Thank you,

Chair.

8

Mr.

just for I guess procedure's

9

sake today,

I wanted to touch on a little bit

10

about race,

because it's in the -- I guess in

11

the binder.

And I ' l l try to not get into too

12

much of a detailed discussion.

13

clarification what was provided to us.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

It's more for

Go ahead.
Good afternoon,

16

and Mr.

17

and congratulations on the success of the bus.

18

Novv,

9

i

th s,

o

s

21

pu

Boteilho.

Mr. Medeiros

Thank you for being here,

terms of
ou

o

yo

se

e

a sit f res,

yo

routes a dollar

as I

his doc
o

c

kno
t

23

Lahaina Villager

24

issue of fuel costs,

free.

you prov ded fo

ng re
ave a

Wailuku Loop
And

ook at

sio s

o

e

fi ed
ahului Loop

you know

operating costs,

the
what is

the Department looking at over the long term?
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1

I mean,

are we going to now eventually start

2

charging for these routes?

-J

':!

have -- kind of offset our costs will continue

4

to go up.

Because we have to

And I think rvIember rvIateo brought up an

5

you know

visitors

6

interesting issue of the -

7

using the bus as well.

8

consideration of charging maybe non-residents

9

a higher fee?

Has there been any

I'm just trying to think of

10

ways

11

offset our costs,

12

fact that we're going to be having,

13

revenues this year and next year,

14

revenues that we have to also consider the

15

need to fulfill some of the other

16

responsibilities for our other County core

17

services.

as far as

tight

Can I get feedback from you on the

Sure t

DE ROS:

rvIRo

a

0
1

especially in light of the

issue of rates?

8
9

creative ways to see what we can do to

t

on,

es

is

ow

~

ing.
a se

b

ac

e'
e'

a I

e

for ask

ee

e bee

r

s

g
g

0

wrestling

et sessio

You folks

22

with

23

sort of -- you sent us in a direction that we

24

needed to go to,

25

deal of research as to try to make

t

since las

hank yo

bu

and we've been doing a great
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1

explain the conundrum we're facing right now.

2

It's a pretty rudimentary system that we have

3

and i t ' s servicing our needs.

We don't have

4

the huge infrastructure,

don't mean bus

5

stops,

6

support it.

and I

but in the operation of this system to

I

7

guess the best way to explain this

8

would be,

for instance,

9

Kahului routes,

the Wailuku and

which are among the most

10

popular routes that we run,

11

40,000 boardings a month.

12

we go down the first

13

a dollar,

14

anywhere -- about 20 percent.

15

bus?

You know,

16

bus.

Every school day you'll see school

17

children from Wailuku El walking over here to

18

catch t

9

20

I

a

e

we try to see who rides the

ere i

ow income
o s

0

aces.

Who rides the

T

s

Wail ku.

ousing.
a d s we

s

e bas c

990s

o

rou e

i

23

community

particularly the low income

24

housing.

0

h

o serv ce the

think we'd see first a decline,
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s

was set

So I

he earl

t

We

22

25

if

road and say let's charge

e bus to go some

sen

e

If we charge

feel that we would probably lose

o to all

a 1 t

garner about

if
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1

we,

say,

charged a dollar.

Then the second

2

part of your question is what if we went with

3

a kama'aina rate or reduced rate.

4

then becomes -- that becomes a little

5

interesting as to how we would do this,

6

that's where I

7

Right now the drivers are selling passes that

8

we have for the system that you see here,

9

we're selling about 250 passes a month,

Then that

and

talk about the infrastructure.

and

and

10

we're already running into issues with that.

11

You know,

12

And I

13

this point we need to come up with some sort

14

of a system that we could sell passes,

15

passes the cost of passes,

16

able to do charge cards as well and cash,

17

looking at the cross section of people that

18

we're dea i

19

we're hitting a saturation point.

can go into detail if you want,

and,

but at

add to

you know,

be

g with.

So we'

e been look
d

a

na iona

g at d ffe e t

a e

fou d

o

syste

ha

s

e

21

instan e

22

many places and what have you

23

rudimentary system,

24

whistles and what not,

25

over $600,000 to purchase a system.

without a

wa s

se

n

just a
lot of bells and

we're talking about
And then
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1

of course there's annual costs and we would

2

need additional Staff to maintain this.
We've looked at several of these.

3
4

talked to even folks

5

to TheBus,

6

talked to a

7

of where the figures go.

8

know,

9

amount of maintenance,

10

six,

in Honolulu.

I've

I've talked

the folks at OTS in Honolulu,
firm in Honolulu,

and this is sort

Bottom line,

$700,000 to put this,

you

certain

and people to maintain

it.
With the rudimentary system that we

11
12

have,

13

where we're talking about this example,

14

I

15

if we're generating 480,000 boardings a

16

and we lose about 20 percent,

17

thousand riders

18

you say i t ' s a dollar

19

ha e

20

'..LL

21

th

22

how to make that happen

23

if you lived in the Wailuku area and i t wou d

24

behoove you to do this,

25

every day and you have to go and you come

"

when you look at sort of a cost benefit,
where

use this example of the Wailuku-Kahului run,

to f
1

a

g here tha

e

96

or $96 000 that will go

if

and then we re going to

gure out how
e

that's

year,

ed ra

se 1 passes

0

.

a

'--

we're go

because

We

a e

to

a e to fig re

whole

but when you consider

if you ride the bus
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1

back,

that's ten trips a week,

so about,

2

know,

40 trips a month,

3

come out with a reduced fair,

4

whatever the case might be,

5

not going to garner that much in the scheme of

6

things.

so that's $40.

Say we

say $20,

you know,

you

or
you're

So when you look at the cost to try to

7

8

put a system in place to handle all of this

9

and your revenue increase,

you're only looking

10

at -

11

looking at somewhere in the area of 200,

12

$250,000 that you're going to gain with the

13

people,

14

day on a

15

going to take that figure and cut it in half.

16

And that's probably the easiest way to explain

17

i t at this point without pie charts and

18

every hing.

in the net effect,

u ime
as
2

the riders that are riding i t every

a

e

g that the syste

a

s

men ioned be

brothers

So you're probably

reduced pass.

But

19

you're probably

0

0

o n
e,

I

ou
ooked

is ra her
ow,
0

0

a
r

Oahu and what do they do.

big
Those

23

of you that remember

they got into some of

24

this awhile back with a lot of money in i t and

25

they couldn't make i t happen.

So they're
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1

trying to -- they just do passes,

daily

2

passes, monthly passes,

3

passes and different things and they go to

4

outside vendors or they go to -- actually what

5

they do is there s Longs,

6

sort of thing.

7

direction that we re going to need to take as

8

things go,

9

point to try to -

actually monthly

Safeway,

and that

So that is probably a

as things are continuing at this
to try to do that.

10

think we're going to have

11

ridership is going to continue.

12

going to be contingent on if

13

folks at the Longs and what not are willing to

14

do this.

15

outlets to do it.

16

County

18

r

19

Maui?

o

MR.

still think the

-

This is all
you know,

if

Okay,

in terms of City and

what do they charge for a pass or per
ared to wha

de as c

he

e

h

E

I

Because we simply don't have the

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

17

-

I still

elie e,

rig

we!re doing

ere

0

Ire D ss

21

$1.50,

22

passes -- I'm sorry

23

monthly passes.

24

probably in the area of $20 or something to

25

this effect.

o

senio

a

the

moment.

They run

I m sure it s reduced.

Don t

hold me to that.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
what we

2
3

Pretty much along the lines

MR.

MEDEIROS:

Yeah,
and,

we're a bit lower than they are

4

overall,

you know,

I

know that somebody

5

at the City and County or whatever wanted to

6

go with free

7

juncture

8

i t ' s hard to try to put numbers to what you're

9

going to reap until you sort of figure out

for the whole system.

At this

with the system growing and all,

10

where your plateau is.

11

last year,

12

but we still haven't hit that plateau.

13

month we're growing.

14

was going to plateau last month and things

15

were going to start to taper off,

16

that I

17

o

I

I'm saying it again,
Every

actually thought it

well so much

know.
Yeah,

I

think i t ' s going

to
DEIROS:

MR.

esca a e
IVlR.

Conti

i

IVlEDEIROS:

e

t
And

T

-L

g to grow.
tis

IVlOLINA:

OUN I

2

22

you know,

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

8
9

so,

And I've said that

g

0

cost of

a
k

hat s

on

e

0

ac:

a good thing

23

Council Member

at the rate we re going

24

all of the costs that our folks have to

25

have to bear -- and the other piece that's
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1

growing is where is gasoline going to plateau?

2

And that's the other wild card out there that

3

none of us -- none of us know,

4

the ridership,

5

and the fixed routes are increasing.

particularly in the commuter

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

7

MR.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

MEDEIROS:

Yes

That s

the $64,000 question.

really.
Well,

I

and inquire about that.

9

and that's why

just thought I'd ask
You know,

I'm totally

10

supportive of at least providing free rides to

11

the kids like up to a certain age,

12

to 12,

13

to hit a point where

14

provide all of this additional funding,

15

know,

16

amenities that go with it,

17

have to deal with the fiscal realities and the

18

Ii ited revenue we

but,

you know,

o

e do

o offse

time p ovi

1

c

2

-

you know,

zens too,

MEDEIROS:

s

g an e

MR.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

but,

I'd like to
you

we

j

s

wha

ca

Ie at

c
e

you know,

So that's sort of

question,

be

so tha

er ser

ce fo

ou.

Chair.

Thank you,

24

ave.

ou

Thank you

23

eventually we're going

for the bus shelters and all the other

Y I was aski g

9

like maybe

Council Member.

Thank you.
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Mr.

1

Hokama?

2

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

fares easily,

4

at your break down,

5

passenger

MEDEIROS:

Well,

I'm willing to double the

at minimum,

because I'm looking

Kahului-Wailuku,

cost per

$15~47e

6

MR.

That will decrease.

7

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
Mr.

I'm hoping.

Medeiros.

I

m hoping like

But let me

just -- let's

8

you,

9

get back to the basic of this request.

Help

10

me understand,

11

so that -- regarding the use of Highway Fund

12

dollars,

13

only a

14

or percentage of Highway Funds?

15

you approached your Department budget,

16

Mr.
MR.

18

VICE-CHAIR

19

I! m t

certain amount of the total allocation

OKAMA:

o

MR.

Is that how

We --

MEDEIROS:

g

0

And agai
understand

ener

ighway
22

your Department is able to utilize

Medeiros?

17

o

have you been given directives

MEDE ROS:

so you u derstand
ow

d subs

h s

is bei g p

a d

e sus

s.
Being a

ew Department

we don't have

23

a lot of history,

but this is the way i t s

24

been since we've been a

25

Public Transit Service has been under the

Department,

that the
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1

Highway Fund.

2

we just followed that.

3

when we noticed that the Highway Fund was a

4

little tight,

5

least 50,000 into General Fund for those other

6

things that we need to do for the program,

7

basically left the fixed Maui Bus service

8

under the Highway Fund.

9

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

And so as the Administration,
However,

this year,

we felt maybe we should shift at

So you're going from forecast of

10

Finance and Budget Office regarding the

11

Highway Fund status and then you moved your

12

budget so that you can then break i t down

13

between General Fund and Highway Fundi

14

a good understanding for the Committee?

15

MR.

MEDEIROS:

16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

But nonetheless,

you still asked us

18

in

19

millio

o
1

0

t

for a

Mr.

0

6

e
n

/2

I

on.

of

from 5.05

What

ghw
his k n

Medeiros,

30 percent increase

ay Fund in rou d numbers

m s

e era

is that

I believe that's correct.

17

l

but

e

s

0

e

e

ives

he

0

be
s

that

I,AJ

e

22

appropriate

h s

23

Department?

Have you been given some

24

indicators that provide you this confidence

25

that the Highway Fund is going to generate

type of amoun s

to your
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this type of revenue,

1
2

MR.

MEDEIROS:

I

3

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr.

Medeiros?

cannot answer that question.
Okay.

You know,

I

prefer you

4

folks use maximum Highway Funds and then what

5

you ask of General Fund I

6

subsidy amount,

7

just saying my preference of how to approach

8

this Departmental's financial needs.
So,

9

Mr.

know is the full

but that s

Medeiros,

just me and I'm

help us understand,

10

when you say that in general the overall

11

number is 3.75,

12

is that the cost of the General Fund subsidy

13

per passenger or is this

just the cost of the

14

passenger of everything,

General Fund,

15

Fund,

16

3.75?

17

MR.

the cost per passenger,

MEDEIROS:

ig wa

9

In the case of the Maui Bus

d in the gra t

oper

2

22

MR.

MEDEIROS:

23

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Wh

h

s

nl

that is

that is a
obert's for the

0

e of

mal te a
OKAlvlA:

ICE

Highway

and then per unit count it comes out to

what -- that is a 1 genera

18

okay,

e

sys em.
ig

a

n s?

Co recto
Okay.

And this is

24

contract that Robert's does

25

Maui?

just the

for the County of
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1

MR.

MEDEIROS:

2

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Correct.
Okay.

3

3.75,

4

amount or your proposed budget amount,

5

MR.

Mr. Medeiros,

-

Is that based on

the

is your current budget
please?

That is the -- as of the half of this

~J[EDEIROS:

6

year,

7

fiscal

8

i t ' s costing us based on the passenger trips.

9

that is until December 31st of this
year,

that is the actual amount that

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And from what we could

10

understand,

11

decreasing per unit costs?
MEDEIROS:

the trend is that this is

12

MR.

As ridership increases,

13

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

right,

yeah.

Thank you for that.

If

14

we made adjustments,

15

as you understand it within your

16

transportation's responsibilities,

17

be able to handle more of us transferring it

18

to

19

dependenc

he

o

e

o

1

i

?

22
23

24

25

MR.

DEIROS:

could the special fund,

gentlemen,

ighway Fund a d reducing the
of Genera
e

s

00

?

or w

Are you ab e t
d

0

need s

I would need some time to get back to

you on that to verify what they are.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
appreciated,

Okay.
Mr.

That would be

Medeiros.

And,

again,
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1

ask for you to see from different types of

2

perspectives.

3

special funds handle the majority of the

4

requirements of resources to minimize

5

subsidies from General Fund.
Now,

6

Mine is I would like the

on the Federal government level

7

lobbyist

can you use Federal funds

8

grants or other means to pay for this type of

9

position?

10

MR.

11

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

grants,

13

MR.

MEDEIROS:

No,

through

sir.
That's a

restriction in the

how we receive those Federal monies?

MEDEIROS:

It's very specific.

The 5309 that

14

we're buying the buses are really an earmark

15

through FTA for that specific purpose of

16

Senator Inouye.

17

strictly for operations.

18

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

of f

nds;

o

pe m ssi
ME E I R 0 S :

t

~+-

ctL

The operational funding is

So securing f
specif c t

ture sim la

type

e of fu ds is no

e

2

tvl R.

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

a

or

o

,
ay.

I

do
Oka

be

e e

so

One thing I

23

ask you to work with Corporation Counsel

24

Mr~

25

consider this like special counsel,

Medeiros,

s

y

wou d

is until convinced otherwise,

you would
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1

need our approval to get a Federal lobbyist,

2

in my perspective.

3

that you work with Mr.

4

present us with some documentation why this

5

would not come under the category special

6

counsel that only Council can approve requests

7

for.

8

legal assistance to the Administration,

9

only by approval of the Council.

10

MR.

So for me,

I

would ask

Moto and his people,

or

Because like how we provide outside

MEDEIROS:

Council Chair Hokama,

so -

it is

okay,

so

11

you want us -- just let me try and understand

12

what you're asking.

13

Corp.

14

We should check with

Counsel as to see the

VICE CHAIR HOKAMA:

The ability of the

15

Administration to hire a Federal lobbyist

16

without authorization from the Council.

17

MR.

18

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MEDEIROS:

res

o

se,

Mr.

Thank you.
And I'd be in erested in that

Mede ros

ere'
e

2

0

Okay.

t

go

tua
mi

beca se I

pa t
t

re of

g
e

make sense for us

0

t
n

nk
he

0

wo Se a ors,
0

ew t

23

broader scheme of things for County

24

requirements,

25

financial assistance.

t

en

is

Countywide regarding Federal
So i t may be more than
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1

just transportation money,

could be things in

2

Department of Agriculture,

Department of

3

Energy,

Department of the Interior.

You know,

4

there's many things that impact us,

whether it

5

be drainage ditches,

6

agricultural loans and grants,

7

things

those kind of

Medeiros.

Another thing I wanted to check with

8
9

Mr.

transportation,

you,

please,

Mr.

Medeiros is,

you know,

10

between the portion that you've contracted out

11

to Robert's in the MEO Program,

12

concerns with the MEO Program is that they

13

would like us to continue what was at one time

14

a smaller size program,

15

smaller community,

16

function like a personal cab,

17

house,

18

then you drop me off at my ho se.

9

know
to t

2

one of my

because we're a

but they would like MEO to
you come to my

you take me to this specific thing

ow much longer we ca

I

don'

afford everyt i

g

1

So pa t

of t

e

ore cas

I '

ask

g

s

22

the Department viewing how to st 11 kind of

23

address the basic transportation needs of our

24

community,

25

general needs by our two type of programs and

whether i t be special needs or the
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1

what i t ' s really going to cost us to provide

2

it to that detail whereby i t ' s like a

3

personal -- personal taxi.

4

I'm going to need to give you from some place

5

that I m going to cut from.

6

in my point of view.

7

you're already doing to help us be able to

8

deal with this increased request?

9

MR.

MEDEIROS:

I

Because,

It s

for me,

that simple

So is there things

think -- well,

in the scheme of

10

things,

i t ' s only going to get larger.

11

the large amount of baby boomers retiring,

12

getting older and the sort of inverted

13

pyramid,

14

to get larger,

15

are more homes in more areas throughout this

16

island that from a transportation perspective

17

just make it more difficult to serve,

18

+-L

1

pop la

you know,

those needs are

a

i

!~

'"

2

s

2

access to

1

and

+-L-

due to d s

t

at se

23

Ri

24

not everywhere.

25

community.

and that

ent is growi g,
r

""-

there

e a segment of the

0

ee

g

say

just going

and as we see things now,

ere is always going
0

With

i t es

t

nd t

e v

doo
e

ack of

a fixed route.

now the fixed route system

it s

It's doing something for the

It's moving people between the
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1

communities,

but i t ' s not getting a

lot.

Our

2

big challenge now,

3

Upcountry,

4

You know,

5

everything,

6

target now is to target the pockets of

7

population that transit can address to move

8

people around,

9

Council Chair Hokama,

particularly with

is Upcountry is

just so spread out.

we're not going to be able to hit
and -- so what we're trying to

but I

don't see in the future,
getting i t smaller.

I

10

think i t ' s going to get larger with the more

11

people that we're going to have to deal with.

12

I

13

know you didn't want to hear that.
So here's the

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
question,

14

then.

15

MR.

16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

MEDEIROS:

It truly is.
What is the Department's

17

approach to securing the

18

i t will take to ma e

19

dependenc

o
2

s bs d
t

e

o

now

$64 million

go

g to be

?

s

e we're
at's

i

financial
happen?

Is the

a growi g Genera

0

rou

r

ght

ow most mu icipalities
I

t

me

a
oin

resources

understand that

tis

0

it's a

23

subsidized

24

a point where i t breaks,

breaks the entity.

25

We can only go so much.

So have you folks

but there comes
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1

done some assessments on where we are,

2

know,

3

100 percent subsidy or what not,

4

comes a point where can't really afford it,

5

unless we change revenue

6

ability to collect those financial

7

MR.

you

if we got ability to absorb another

MEDEIROS:

eventually

revenue schemes and

Councilmember Hokama,

resources.

in 2010 we'll

8

be doing the census again,

as we all know.

9

is highly likely that we will hit the FTA

It

10

50,000 threshold for -- to access urban funds.

11

City and County,

12

get about 24 million.

13

just over a million they separate out to the

14

Windward side.

15

worried about what's going on on Maui,

16

i t ' s not -- because they're going to have to

17

share the pie.

through those urban funds,
Of that 24 million,

Frankly,

they've been very

The problem with that is,

that s

on the revenue side.

19

of i

w e

o

so e

8

o

ese

0

of

you

0

we're going

23

that road.

24
25

ave
o

o

a e

On the other side

o star
0

s

e

22

because

t
tha

o dea
d

c

f

w

with

h

re's a
i

tha

to face as we head dow

To specifically answer your question,
don't see any other avenue of operational
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1

funds other than that coming down the road

2

that's going to provide any kind of a

3

you know,

4

is done across the country,

5

popular,

6

and that's not popular with anyone,

7

know,

8

to see how people are doing things that make a

9

difference.

but is to have a

which

which is not

transit tax levied,
but,

you

we don't have to look beyond our shores

I

10

other than the general fund,

relief,

think on the positive side,

the fact

11

that we do import quite a

12

every day via visitors,

13

help us to bear that load is a positive thing.

14

But i t ' s just going to share -- have to divvy

15

up with everyone else.

16

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

few thousand people

that i t ' s going to

You know,

one time this County

17

was lobbying the legislature for a dollar per

18

ca

9

20
1

rental on the island.

was per
t

e

e

as

to conside

ta

I

or pe

ee

orne a

e
e

tha

don't know if it

0

bu

rna

e

potentia

e that
ee s
e

22

streams to assist us

o ta e care of some of

23

the community needs.

So I

24

to be open to those different types and do the

25

proper due diligence for us to make us -- you

would just ask you
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1

know,

again,

Mr. Medeiros,

2

might have had a bullet magic bullet some

3

place in your bag,

4

General Fund requirements growing

5

exponentially

6

eventually it's going to compete with some

7

other high priority things and this Council is

8

going to make and future Councils are going to

9

make hard choices because we cannot have it
all.

11

reckoning for us,

13
14

because I

just see the

and it disturbs me,

10

because

So I'm trying to delay that day of

Chairman,

12

I had hoped you

Mr. Medeiros.
I'm done at this point until

we hit CIP.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you,

Mr.

Hokama.

Just a fast question for Mr. Medeiros.

15
16

In regards to your commuter services,

17

did take a poll in regards to how many working

18

people

t

lize the bus services going from

9

you know

co

o

o

a dai

bas

a dice

e sa

try to Sout
Sf

o

regards to ridershi

23

people?
MR. MEDEIROS:

25

on that,

Yeah,

go

Maui to Wes

Mau

o those pia es

a

a

2

24

if you

a y numbe s in

in regards to wor ing

we do sell quite a few passes

and the popularity particularly in
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1

central has grown when we've added the

2

service,

3

in two 63-passenger motor coaches to address

4

i t because they're going down there and they

5

may have reservations for 50 people and

6

suddenly 60 some odd show up and you sort of

7

scramble at that point as to what you're going

8

to do,

9

capacity buses to address these shorts of

so much so that Robert's has brought

so they're bringing in the higher

10

things.

11

to go when they want to go,

12

running into some of this on the way back.

13

as we're done with the other programs,

14

fixed route,

15

way to address this is with larger,

16

capacity vehicles,

17

we're heading right now,

18

figure out where these plateaus ar

a d

1

e

20

o e
t

And,

i

to r

you know,

people -- people want

the best way,

ou

and so we're

e p ece that's

the

the most economical
higher

and that's the direction
until at least we

addi g more ro
he

So

outeS~

going to

es

~

O

+-

more

-'-e.-

tat's

d

impor ant for us

he

22

Federal money to get those ear marks

23

Feds for the big cost item to buy those buses.

24

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Yeah,

I

from the

would rather pay $25

going from Upcountry to West Maui,

rather than
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1

paying $500 for gasoline,

2

ridership numbers on working people,

3

assuming that right now you don't have a real

4

good handle?

5

MR.

MEDEIROS:

6

hundred.

7

but I

8

now.

9

can get it.

I

I'm

know it s a

few

I would have to kind of look at it,

know it's several hundred people right

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Member Molina.

10
11

I

but as far as those

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you.

Just a

fast

12

question for Mr. Medeiros.

13

Upcountry route and the Haiku route,

14

the specific cost for the expansion of each of

15

these routes,

16

ups?

17

MR.

MEDEIROS:

18

Puka an

19

expa s

2

the additional,

I

aliimaile
on

s

$

37,000,
ha

MOLINA:

an

t

the
what is

guess,

To add to the Upcountry

2,000 a d some
COUNC I LJV1EMB

On tab 3,

pick

which is

just for that
en t

e

a

ku is

e.

Ok

I

ask

ave listed

at because

22

the times that you

ere in

23

which of these have the lower ridership

24

you're able to tell,

25

have the lower ridership?

ellow
if

or do you think would
Because in the
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event,

you know,

we're put in a position where

we may have to kind of cut back on some of the
additional appropriations that's being
requested,
you know,

I'd like to know which is the
which one has the lower ridership.

I'd like to world,

I mean,

ideally,

I would like to add everything,

we're in a tough position,
Hokama said,
back,

in a perfect
but if

like Chairman

we may have to look at cutting

I would like to know which ones -- which

pick up times we can do without.
And,

you know,

I guess the unwritten

rule amongst the Council is if you gonna cut,
you cut in your district first before you go
into other people -- I

know the five Members

here today are very well aware of that.
Hopefully the other four Members get that
message too as well.
So
s t
f

f

'm p t

'm goi g to

0

rst,

ha e t

ou know

ere I

ca

cut

at informatio

k at

0

ac
0

f

l

that
str

ossib y.
-F'
+-lne.

If n

f
+-

L,

0
T

1-

can -- you can provide that for me at a later
time,

which of these pick up times we can do

without,

if we have to go that route,
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back.

1

2

MR.

We could definitely give that to you,

MEDEIROS:

I'm not

know it's tough.

-

I'm not

3

and I

4

disputing that,

5

Upcountry folks or the Haiku folks a fair shot

6

at it.

7

that's real tough.

8

system has grown because it s convenient,

9

people can rely on at least hourly service to

but it wouldn't give the

You know,

with three hour headways,
It's not convenient.

The
and

10

get to where they need to go without having to

11

figure out,

12

come.
So,

13

you know,

yes,

what time does the bus

we certainly can do that,

but I

14

actually think that if somehow you folks could

15

give us a shot at it and give us one year to

16

see what happens in that one year,

17

would feel a lot better about it

18

fair shot at it.

19

take a

o

ourse
ear

22

23

at

100

e

t

se

l

And t

en we 1 re

w e

I

certainly

giving it a

en take -- we could
we come back.

e of reports

e same
ere to de

And of

0

stra e

e

at i

that we're going to attempt to do.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

And I note for the proposed

24

Lahaina Villager route,

25

interval,

I

you have a one-hour

guess because of the proximity of
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1

one place to another it's a lot shorter than,

2

say,

3

MR.

Upcountry or Haiku,

MEDEIROS:

yeah?

It's everything -

excuse me,

Council

4

Member,

everything has to do with timing,

5

so we try to do a timing so everything pulses

6

on the hour for connectivity.

7

is tough.

8

pulse Upcountry one hour,

9

going to have to add more buses to break

You know,

and

But Upcountry

I -- if we were to try to
then we're probably

10

routes up or pull back somewhere,

11

trying to do the most we can that we feel will

12

address those communities to make that happen.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

and so we're

And the ridership is high

14

with the current pickup times for Upcountry?

15

Because I

16

ago I pushed to expand or add funding for the

17

Upcountry routes,

and I want -- my colleagues

18

who supported me,

I

19

but even I never dreamed that it would get to

20

this point where the ridership has expanded

21

and the popularity of the system has grown

22

exponentially.

23

MR.

MEDEIROS:

remember a couple budget sessions

really appreciate that,

The -- between the two,

24

is garnering more,

25

route.

the Upcountry

but also has one extra

So we are running about 3,000 people,
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1

about 3,000 boardings on that route.

2

other is trailing behind.

3

When you consider that that is five round

4

trips a day,

5

you have a couple of people on the bus and

6

there are times that you have people standing,

7

and that -- that sort of fluctuates.

8

until we can provide

9

we can provide a continuum of service that

you know,

The

It's about 2,000.

so there are times that

-

Until--

in my opinion,

until

10

people can rely upon and make life decisions

11

to change their life in order to use that,

12

then we're really not going to know -- it's

13

the unknown.
And by that I mean,

14

I

for instance,

you

15

know,

think it's accepted that everybody

16

needs to have at least two cars and when one

17

car starts really literally coming to the

18

dinner table,

19

made,

20

right now.

21

Many times I think it just has to do with an

22

emergency situation,

23

do?

24

what we did collectively and you guys did at

25

this Council,

then a decision needs to be

and I believe that's what's happening
People are making these decisions.

You know,

the car died,

what do we

and then suddenly because of

we provided an option,

and now
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1

the folks are taking advantage of that option.

2

And so in a sense we're taking cars off the

3

road and having folks address some of these

4

things.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

6

MR.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

MEDEIROS:

Okay.

Take advantage of it even.
Okay,

thank you for that.

8

guess for me just when I see an empty bus

9

running,

you know,

part of the time,

you know,

10

I guess we want to see those buses full as

11

much as possible to justify having these

12

additional times, pickup times,

13

thank you for that consideration.

14

MR. MEDEIROS:

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

17

Hokama.

18

but anyway,

Thank you.
Thank you, Mr.

Member Baisa,

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

Chairman.

followed by Member

Just a quick question,

19

Mr. Medeiros.

20

satisfaction surveys like we used to do at

21

MEO?

22

MR. MEDEIROS:

23

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

24

25

Yes,

Does the Department conduct

we do that ongoing.
And people can comment on

things like?
MR. MEDEIROS:

I

Whatever.

We put comment cards in
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1

the buses and they can mail them to us.

2

can give them to the driver or whatever.

3

it's -- we try to ask for,

4

resident or are you a visitor,

just to kind of

5

figure out where that's going,

how did you

6

find out about the service, what do you think

7

about the service.

8

always the catch all,

9

any comments on this service.

10
11

12

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

And,

you know,

you know,

you know,

They
And

are you a

there's

do you have

You asked them about like bus

routes and bus service and
MR. MEDEIROS:

Yeah,

it's a general,

you know,

how

13

is this experience, what do you think we need

14

to do better,

15

course a lot of what we've gotten is you know,

16

you need bigger buses because they're full and

17

you need -

18

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

19

MR. MEDEIROS:

that sort of stuff,

we'll get things like

Oh,

Every ten minutes.

yeah,

you know,

20

earlier in the morning,

21

at night.

22

get that on a regular basis.

23

and of

it should start

it should finish later

This morning you heard a few and we

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

Well,

that's good.

It's

24

really important to get input from the

25

customers,

so thank you for doing that.
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1

MR.

MEDEIROS:

2

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA:

We get a lot of input.
Yeah,

I know.

We don't want

3

it necessarily of the vein that's a complaint.

4

What you want is constructive input.

5

you plan.

6

9

Thank you.

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Member Hokama?

7

8

It helps

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman,

just for verification,

when we talk about and you show us cost per

10

passenger trip,

11

and Mr. Boteilho,

12

dialysis patient, which we've got the cost

13

breakdown at 154.55 per trip per passenger.

14

That is just the Hana to the Central Maui is

15

one trip or is one trip Hana to Central Maui

16

back to Hana,

17

MR. MEDEIROS:
We count

19

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. MEDEIROS:

22
23
24
25

let's see,

Mr. Medeiros

for Hana,

the

please?

That is correct,

18

21

the term trip,

that's two trips.

One trip

One in and one out is two trips.

That's how we count it.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

So one way is how you count the

trip?
MR. MEDEIROS:

You've got to come up with a

standard.
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1

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Right,

right,

right.

Okay,

so

2

from home to the destination back to home is

3

two trips?
MEDEIROS:

That's correct,

4

MR.

5

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay,

in that case.
The other thing I

great.

6

forgot to do is I want to commend you.

7

know,

8

regularly,

9

you deserve it.

You

you guys take the beatings from us
but I want to commend you because
I

can tell you that from our

10

community on Lanai,

they appreciated the

11

adjustments you made to the schedule so that

12

it would work with the expeditions schedule

13

also,

14

people get off,

15

County's bus service is then,

16

available for them to utilize to come to

17

Central.

18

making the adjustments,

19

got back from Lanaians is that i t ' s made a big

20

benefit for them and they're able to then

21

schedule the return back to the harbor for

22

their return back to Lanai much simpler and

23

didn't waste as much time waiting at a bus

24

stop or some other things.

25

to extend the appreciation and comments that

so when that shuttle comes in and our
within a reasonable time the

And so I

you know,

made

want to thank you for
because the comments I

So I

just wanted
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1

I've received regarding your Department's

2

efforts.

Thank you.

MEDEIROS:

Thank you,

3

MR.

4

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you.
Thank you.

Members,

6

Council Chair Hokama.

any more questions for the

7

Department in regards to their Operations

8

Budget?

9

CIP,

10

are -

If not,

which is on page 31-29.

Members,

the

these

this is for bus stops and shelters.

11

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

13

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Questions, Chairman.
Member Hokama.
Thank you.

Gentlemen,

14

we go to the next item,

obviously there's a need for

15

bus stops.

What I'm asking you is with this

16

project -- and I'm not going through the CIP

17

page,

18

worksheet.

19

standardization in the bus stop or bus shelter

20

format that maybe we could use a tool from our

21

departments,

22

it would be a pre-approved type of design plan

23

that if a Lions Club came to you,

24

if you build it according to this,

25

pre-approved structure that,

but I'm just going to go off your
Is there some kind of

regulatory departments,

whereby

would say,
it's a

you know,
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1

through the engineers,

2

inspectors,

3

just do it to this;

4

go through a lengthy building permit process

5

because we want to do something different or

6

of that nature,

7

can -- you're considered and can support or is

8

that something that you just prefer to be a

9

subdivision type of requirement that,

it meets Code,

know,

11

or subdivision area?
MR.

it can be done,

otherwise,

but

you're going to

so is that something that you

10

12

went through

you

each one is to be unique to that locale

MEDEIROS:

You're absolutely right.

That's

13

where we're headed with this,

to try to come

14

up with some sort of a standardization of what

15

this would be and how it would work and how it

16

would look.

l7

did is they worked with some local folks and a

18

local architect,

19

out and met with some of the community groups,

20

community association groups to sort of get

21

input on it and what not.

22

to get a determinations of the world of bus

23

stops,

24

instance,

25

kick in at 25 or 30 boardings a day,

And part of what the consultants

and we talked to -- I went

And so the idea was

put some standardization to it,

for

you wouldn't be -- a shelter would
a bench
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1

would kick in at ten to 15 boardings a day,

2

and the rest,

3

lion's share of the 135 plus bus stops we have

4

would be infrastructure improvement for

5

accessibility.

which is about 78 percent,

a

I guess a good example would be where we

6

7

have a roadway -- let's talk about South Kihei

8

Road and the south section by Kamaole Parks,

9

for instance,

the roadway is wide,

we have a

10

curb,

there's a grass piece and then there's a

11

sidewalk.

12

is we're going to need to concrete that

13

sidewalk,

14

access to the bus and maybe another foot or

15

two of concrete,

16

slab that's eight,

17

eight feet by ten or something like that.

18

that's what a lot of -- are the things we're

19

going to need to deal with with the bus stop

20

improvement.

What a lot of this will probably do

that grass piece to allow ramps and

so that you have at least a
eight feet,

With the elP money,

21

six or
And

because this is the

22

planning piece and we're coming to those

23

deals,

24

commit to the design piece.

25

we're going to look at,

now with the elP piece we're going to

okay,

And that's where
these are what
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1

\-Ie want to do.

2

from the community.

3

come up with a few bulletproof ways of doing

4

this that are standardized,

5

do that,

6

construction money for it and do this from now

7

on over a period of time,

8

design construction going on and hopefully the

9

design piece won't be that big and the

This is what we've gathered
Come up with a -

let's

and then once we

we'll be back next year asking for

where we'll have

10

construction piece is what we're dealing with.

11

Exactly.

12

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

Great,

and I

hope you would take

13

into account some of our alternative

14

approaches like solar panels just to take care

15

of some maybe emergency evening lighting,

16

know,

17

putting in full blown electrical requirements,

18

that if we could save money,

19

appreciate.

dusk,

twilight time,

you

instead of us

I would

But the other thing I would ask in your

20

21

design that I've noticed works well in other

22

areas,

23

Kihei Road,

24

adjustments in the ordinance that would reduce

25

some of the parking on South Kihei Road for

especially since you mentioned South
I

don't have a problem supporting
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1

you to have the ability of our transit or

2

buses get out of the active lane and then you

3

working with parks and Public Works,

4

they already have to meet compliance

5

requirements for ADA at the same time,

6

I notice,

7

many impatient people.

8

the active travel lane to even pick up

9

passengers,

you know,

I mean,

you know,

gosh,

since

because

we got so

If the bus is blocking

that chose not to drive,

10

you can see it,

you know.

11

impatient people.

12

they would go on the sidewalk and go down that

13

road,

14

when you get the bus out of the traffic zone

15

and traffic can continue to flow,

16

to be a lot less calmer people behind the

17

wheels than if they had to wait behind a bus.

18

You see that on Oahu,

19

to cut back to the middle lane because the bus

20

is in front and they can see the block already

21

so they're trying to avoid the bus stops.

that path.

22

MR. MEDEIROS:

23

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

We have very

If they could,

I bet you

But I notice that,

you know,

there seems

all the guys are trying

That's true.
It's just a suggestion,
you know,

again,

since

24

you're in designing,

25

have to adjust ordinances to allow us to
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1

remove some of the linear parking along

2

certain main roads,

3

something that I would be very open to from

4

your Department.

5

CHAIR FONTANILLA:

Thank you,

7

touched on it.

8

shelters,

9

and the bus stops?
MR.

I

Member Hokama.
think Member Hokama

All of the bus stop -- bus

I presume,

MEDEIROS:

consider that

Thank you.

Fast question.

6

10

but I

going to be ADA compliant

Definitely.

The minute we as a

11

government touch something like that,

12

Federal,

13

kicks into effect,

14

big piece.

15
16

the ADA,

DAGS,

zoning,

the

everything

so that's our next big

Thank you for the engineer.

CHAIR FONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Members,

any more questions in regards

17

to capital improvement project?

18

That concludes the review for Department of

19

Transportation.

20

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

CHAIR FONTANILLA:

22

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

portion,

24

of bus stops,

25

be -- you know,

Mr.

Seeing none.

I would like to -Chairman,

one quick question.

Member Hokama.
Is this only for the non-MEO
Medeiros,

or -- for this design

bus shelters,
for Lanai,

or could this also
I'm looking like,
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1

you know,

2

appropriate,

3

kind of thing.

4

speak for Molokai better than I,

5

leave it to his judgment,

6

that would be helpful for us to know,

7

particularly we are now in designing of a new

8

Lanai Senior Center,

9

Mr.

11

Medeiros,

comments.

10

MR.

our senior center,

MEDEIROS:

if i t ' s

I wouldn't mind seeing a shelter
And,

I

again,

Mr. Mateo can
so I would

but if it is,

then

if it makes sense,

would appreciate your

Thank you.
Exactly,

and part of the plan,

once

12

we've got the plan done and all,

it would

13

be -- the next step would be to talk about

14

ordinances and what have you.

15

absolutely right,

16

now,

17

line,

18

people,

19

techniques and smart growth techniques,

20

some of it is just -

21

to say if you're going to build a

22

porte-cochere somewhere,

23

enough that a bus can get under i t and wide

24

enough that more than one or two vehicles can

25

get through it for the future.

So you're

but we don't have that right

so as projects -- new projects come on
we are -- in pointing this out to
to use transit-oriented development
and

the more logical things

make sure i t ' s tall
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We're -- we're heading down the road

1

2

I -- my analysis is we're heading down the

3

road of speed bumps.

4

now we want speed bumps,

5

head it off at the pass and say,

6

should consider putting these elements, but

7

until we have an ordinance that says you shall

8

put these things in,

9

recommending it,

They built a project and
so we're trying to

you know,

okay,

you

we're just

and we're trying to get ahead

10

of that curve with the development that's

11

occurring now.

12

opinion,

13

the neighbor islands as well.

14

talk about these things,

15

service,

16

that needs to be thought of,

17

new subdivisions coming up so that students,

18

children aren't running through these.

19

yes,

20

other -- transit is transit.

yes,

those,

in my

would be -- or should be applied to
Because when we

we talk about the MEO

we also talk about school bus service
especially in the

So,

it can be applied to other areas for

21

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

23

And,

Thank you.
Thank you,

Member Hokama.

Just another fast question.

You know,

24

on Oahu they have like organization that build

25

bus stops on that island.

Is that being
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1

considered over here?

2

non profit organization build one or two bus

3

stops?

4

MR. MEDEIROS:

You know,

have

On Oahu the City and County builds

5

them.

We've got some ad hoc things going on

6

here,

7

Hokama,

8

a club could help us.

9

what would need to be done is on the

but along the lines of Council Chair
if we come up with a design,

you know,

The large portion of

10

government's piece,

11

infrastructure piece and the land piece,

12

we going to get easements,

13

have to buy land,

14

be,

15

pad,

16

with some sort of campaigns on that that if we

17

have a couple of standardized structures,

18

we could go from there.

19

possibility.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

are we going to

or whatever the case might

the basic,

maybe we could start to work

Members,

any more questions?

I want to thank the Director,

Don Medeiros for being here,

23

Mr.

24

afternoon.

Boteilho,

Members,

then

So that is a real

22

25

are

but once we got the infrastructure and the

If not,

21

and that's the

the Deputy,

as well as

for being here this

that concludes our review for
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1

the Department of Transportation.

2

the viewing public, we do have a public

3

hearing at the Paia Community Center at 6:00

4

this evening.

5

testimony tonight,

6

testimony at the community center in Paia.

7

There is no more announcements to be made.

8

This meeting is adjourned.
ACTION:

9

Again,

If you want to provide public
you can give your public

DEFER pending further discussion.

10

ADJOURN:

for

3:33 p.m.

12

13
14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24

25
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C E R T I

1

2

F I CAT E

STATE OF HAWAII
SS.

3
4

CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU

5

I,

6

Jessica R.

Perry,

Certified Shorthand

7

Reporter for the State of Hawaii,

hereby certify

8

that the proceedings were taken down by me in

9

machine shorthand and was thereafter reduced to

10

typewritten form under my supervision;

11

foregoing represents to the best of my ability,

12

true and correct transcript of the proceedings had

13

in the foregoing matter.

14

I

further certify that I

15

for any of the parties hereto,

16

concerned with the cause.

18

Honolulu,

nor in any way

2008,

Hawaii.

19
20

21
sica R.

Perry,

R NO.

a

am not attorney

DATED this 20th day of May,

17

that the

404
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